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. BY AMY ZYWICKI. schedule, it will be completed this , . 
' . . . ' . . . 
· · Campus News Editor · time next year., 
Xavier has joined the Cincin~ .• ' "When it comes to' The proposed park will in~ 
nati Park ~oard to design and con- fa6s, it would bei an · clu~~ouJ~7a~~r ee~:~:;t:~~il . 
struct a pai:k 'to prov. ide recre~ ' ' ,. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' lZ l' .. ' fi ' ' ' ' ' The ecology traiJwill ser.ve as ''' 'ationa:I play.fields for its student e.· 'XCe entp ace o· r · · · 
' ' '. ' ' ' • ' an edu. cational.resourc'e assistin. g ''' sports program anci terinis courts . · t.he ·StU Je· nt$. to educatio. ·n,··· .. a~d· bio. fogy· classe.s. for its varsity tennis team.·. · ... · U• 
Early this summer, st~dent rec- ' l ' ' " Ecologist and biologist D.r .. Stan ' 
· · · · · , 0 arn · · Hedeen co-de.signed. the .. frail in ' reation fields and' tennis courts ' ' : ~' ' '• ' • ' ' 
. were displac'ed due to Convoca- order_ to preserve and enhance the 
tion Center ground clearing: .• -Dr. Stan Hed~en, na1tural ecology .&f the area; . . . 
. Con. s.·t .. ruc.tion ofth.e new park, . . . "Running the nature trail par-: . 
. · Biology pr_ o. fc. essor an .. d 11 1 · v· · · · p · k · ·. h which will run along Victory - a e to, . wtory ar. Wl\Y wa~ t e. 
Parkway, is set' to begin next co-designer of nature traH . most.logical placement because 
spring. If all goes _according to . See Park,Page 2 
Fresltip.an··· e~pl9Sio·i;a: 
Number ojfreshrnen ta:x-available· reso~r~es, · 
I ~ '• • ' ' • • • ' ' • ' • • ' • • ' • 
BY LORAINE CROUCH· .. · · .· . As'the May· d_eadline ap~ . the s.econd floor. of Schott-Hall, .. ·• 
" Campus tfl!ws Ec/.itor , : ·pr~ached, deposits .poured in,· creating 14 additioriaLbeds~ .· .. 
On Aug.26; Xavier weko1n'ed :, leaving the university with a con- While these moves helped ac-
its largest freshmlJ.n cjii:ss ~O date.. , sfderable challenge~ hO\VtO ac- ' commodate the influx· of resident 
With 840 students fforr{~3 states,. ·. ~o.mmodate these students. . .•. students, those confronted _with . 
'the class of2odii'.e'i<'ceed~·the:,;•,-This unexpected sw'ell or· relocating faced_iriconven_ienct'.' . 
• ;ri~~~~~c~1~is~:~g6f §:i4~f~::r:f;.:.:;J~\:i~~-enn~~~.~~;~i!~7~;,;~~d;~~~<~~t~:~.~~~;~~}:~~~-:o~ 1ifue:/:~tres~, . 
. ·· While t!t~;~\~s~;has:b.~~ti·;pro,~.·.;(,iat,ilerthant~e·proj~ct~d 615;- .. ,. :: ineetings'and;teamwork, ·but ,,\te' 
claimedthe brightesdn tiistofy•aS Li ·~we .used a number of.differ- '•feel we have a good res lilt," said 
well, with an av~rage S.AT score ·~rii'strategies to accom~oc!ate all · Director o'f Health ·arid Counsei-' 
' 10 points highertllanl~styear, its ' students who returned th'eif de- ''' ing Dr. Oliver Birckhead: 
sheer siz~ h~s made/the biggest . posits by the May 1 deadline,". . ·According to Birckhead, the 
impression so f~i:. Jn fact, the . Sl~pitz~t:'said. Ren~vation and · decision to move I:Iealth and 
class of 2002 exceeds Xavier's . relocation have .been the keys to ·. Counseling into Norwood Hard-
goal o(7$o s.tudents~bf 13 per- ' rnaking room. ',' .· ' ' ' ware was made after exploring a 
cent. . ·.· .. ·· .... '· . . .. · . RELO.CATION & variety ofotheroptions. 
The reason so rriany students - REN OVATI 0 N Althouth the new facility of- · 
were accepted goes back tb last The Health and Counseling fers the center significaritly I.ess 
spring's housing deposits .. Ac- ... ·Center has been moved from the. · space, .what space is available is · .. 
cording to Vice President for Stu- · ·base.inent of Kuhlman to what being used more efficiently. In 
dent Development~ .Dr .. · Ronald . was formerly Norwood Hardware : fact, they have been able to add 
Slepitza, the· num~er of deposits , .on Cleneay Avenue. Rerio.vations one more exam room than they 
. at the end of lastApdf:were down to the vacated space created dorm. had in Kuhlman~ 
from ttie previous year~ rooms identical to those already . "·The University worked very . 
"Based on thi~,''. Siepitza said; , .in the building, providing 31 ad- ·. closely with us under· stressful 
"we could not prt:dict }\'hat was . ditio~al. beds. The TV studio of~ . -
going to happen?,· ' · · . - · · · fices in Br~ckman were moved to · See EXPLOSION, Page 3 ·· 
Xavier· ranks eiglt.tb 
··• • .·. . •.• •. BY AMY~c.i. . ··.·. . .· ... and Wo~d Re',;oni'· sa\d Rev. . . . . ~Vi~, tanked ~ighih, is the.·• · .. Senior Kerry Artist climbed the "rockwall" at SAC'.s :rOm Foolery 
Campus !Ye,ws.Editor . .. . James;E..Hoff, s·.J., presiderit of ' only Jes~it hni~ersity a~~ng 123 .. ·.·_on Friday. Held on the residential mall, the event also.foatured 
For the third yeilr in a row;: . Xavier. ''Xavier faculty' &~d staff' mid West coHeges and universities.' . -gladiator jousting and human fooseball;. Ray's Musk Exchange . 
·Xavier is among the top JO work ,very hard 'to provide a.toia:i· > ··U.S. News. and W~rldReport .. played live m'usic, and the Black Stude.nt ASsocial:ion sponsored 
mid west CoHeges and universities, . educatio!l~lexpefiericefo prepare .. ••· base tneir. ranking acccmling to a. . a cookout. Several hundred people:partidpated through the _ 
' .· accor~ing t9 U.S. N~ws ~~iWorld' bilr stucieritsto take their place in ' ··school's academic reputation, stu- course of the day. ' ' ' 
Report. rankings. ..· · . ·. , ·• ·.·,'a rapidly changing. global.: sod- . < dent s.el~c'tivity; fa~u.Ity resou~ce's, 
. The 1999 issue .ofAinerica's: .. ety,'i said Hoff: , . ·.- :fi'Iiancial resolirces;retention arid 
.BestCollegeshitnewssfandson· ::0·'.'~~ar6·proµdtobe:corisis~ ··~llimn(glvi~·g: ·\ .· .. ,. " .. 
Monday, Aug. 24. . · <··. . . . . - . tently rah~ed among the top com- > ' :'Bae~ school. has the possibil- '.• . • WE'VE'MOVED: The offices 'of The Xavier Newswire are now located 
~'AH ofus atXavi~r:are pleased> pr~herisive 'universities in the. ity "of;acq9idng: IOC)points.' ' · .in the PubHcationsHouse,'3739 Ledgewood Ave; · · · 
by the latest ranking by p.s. News 'Midwest," he said. Xavier s'c9red 91. ' ' ' ' 
- .. . 1 -:" - 1.·.· 
. ' . . . 
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NEWS BRIEF-S 
>-News Room: 745-3122 >-E-mail: NEWs@xavier.xu.edu 
Developing community 
Wednesday, Sept. 2 at 7:30 p.m: in Kelley Auditorium, the Xavier 
Spanish Club and the depart~ent of Modem Languages will· host 
Pat and Kathy Floerke from the Center for Community Develop-
ment in Central America. The Floerke's have lived in Managua, 
Nicaragua for several years and intend to speak about their work 
with the poor .. They are also going to address the current political 
and social situations. There will be Nicaraguan arts and crafts for 
sale in the University Center on Sept. 2 and 3. For more informa-
. tion, contact Dr. David Knutson at 745-4240. 
Rockin'. with .. art 
The Cohen Center's art gallery is presentirig"Rock & roller.1998: 
National Juried Print Exhibition celebrating/200years of Lithogra-
phy," starting Wednesday, Aug. 26 and running through Saturday, 
Oct. IO. The exhibit coincides with other displaysthroughout Cin~ 
cinnati including one at the CincinnatiArt.Museum and.the Mid~ 
American Print Council Conference. The gallery is open from IO 
a~m. -4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For more information call 
'745-3411. 
Aronoff broadcast 
On Wednesday, Sept: 2, from IO p.m.- 12 a;m., the political sci-
ence department's James Mccann, S.J., and _Student Government 
Association President, Desiree Demonbreun,· will appear ori 
MSNBC's "Town Hall Meeting: America on Leadership." The show . 
will broad.cast live from the Aronoff Center in. the Procter & Gamble 
theatre. WLWT will carry th_e program live from l(h.Up~m. 
Banner ()'-· spirit 
This year's SpiritCelebrationacademic mall banner logo was 
designed by '95 Xavier graduate Robert Koch. The flame repre-
sented on the banner symbolizes the Holy Spirit which appeared at 
Pentecost as tongues of fire .. The figures 011 the banner .represent 
· the unity of Xavier. 
Cooking with Habitat 
Faculty; st~ff arid friends of Habitat for Humanity have submit-
ted recipes for "Home Cooking with Habitat for Humanity.'! The 
cost is$ IO per copy and all proceeds go to benefit Xavier's Habitat 
for Humanity. If interested, mail the money with yrn,ir name, ad~ 
dress and phone number to Kandi Stinson at mail focation4448. 
Celebrating spirit 
The annual Spirit Celebration will be held on the residential 
mall Sunday, Sept. 13 beginnfog at 4:30.p.m. with Mass followed 
by a picnic supper. This Mass will inark the re-opening of 
BellarmineChapel. Any questions, call 724-3333. 
i. Police Notes 
Saturday, Aug. 22, 12:40 p.m. 
A student, upon entering' the restroom of the William's College: 
of Business, left his or her backpack outside by the door. When the.· 
student returned, the backpack, which contained over $245 worth 
of books, was gone. · 
·Thursday, Aug. 27, 2:20 p.m. 
A student left her change purse in the bookstore.located within 
the University Center. Upon returning, the purse and $300 was 
missing. 
Thursday, Aug. 27, 2:30 p.m. 
Students living in an on~campus house on Dana Avenue reported 
the theft an 18 speed and.a 21 speed bike from their garage. 
Police Note of the Week 
Saturday, Aug. 29, 1:35 a;m. 
A student was cited for public intoxication when she be~ 
came ill in one of the Xavier Shuttle vans. Another student 
with her was also cited for underage consumption of alcohol. 
CAMPUS NEWS. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
XU officers Catch two 
•. ·. . ' . . .. 
breaking into a car 
BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher 
•. 
Monday, Xavier police pursued 
on foot two juveniles who allegedly 
broke into a car in the South Park-
ing Lotto steal $5. One suspect was 
apprehended'. 
At 12:05 p.m. !l caller reported 
two suspicious-looking teenagers 
were in the South Lot. Officers in-
vestigating the call found two teen-
agers, ages 17 and 15, beside a 
· Chevy Blazer. The car's passenger 
window had been broken. · 
When confronted, the suspects 
fled on foot. After a 300-yard 
chase, Officers Akers and Aultman 
apprehended the 17-year-old in the 
3600block of Victory Parkway. 
The 17-year-old provided police 
with the first name and the address 
ofthe 15-year-old who had eluded 
police. 
When police checked the ad-
. dress, the suspect'.s older brother 
answered and reported.he was not 
home. Other visits Monday 
evening and Tuesday morning 
yielded no results. ' 
Xavier police will work with 
Cincinnati police department inves-
tigators and the Cincinnati public 
school system to find the -15~year­
' old. 
Nothing was taken. from .the 
Blazer. According to the 17-year-
old, their intent was to steal the $5 
in plain view. 
Police are· also investigating· 
whether the two were involved in a 
similar car break-in, Aug. 23 in the 
Cohen Lot Between 5 :40 p.m. and 
5:48 p.m., $} in change was re-
moved from a car after the' wi~dow 
was broken. 
·· "Almost every car break~in can 
be attributed to opportunity crimes. 
in which the suspect sees something 
of value in· the car and forces his 
way in tci getit," said Mike Cou~·h, 
chief of c;ampus police. . 
The 17 ~year~old has an extensive 
criminal history of trespassing, 
criminal damaging, gambling and 
· theft. 
Xavier officers transported him 
to the juvenile detention center on 
Auborn _.,.\venue. He -..vas charged · 
with criminal trespassing, criminal 
damaging and resisting arrest 
Couch. cautions that belongings 
. including cellular phones,. cellular 
phone cords, backpacks, briefcases · 
and any other valuables. should be 
. :Jocked in the tr.link .. 
Park: (:incy partnersliip proj~ct 
Co,ntinued from page 1 park.· According to 
Kucia, they responded . that is· where· the most significant 
amount of trees are found. on 
Xavier's campus," Hei:lee.n said. "l 
,really liked the ,idea. of- having· a 
·nature trail: Right now we have ap-
. proximately 350. to 400 students 
who are taking introduction to bi-
. positively .. in'.addition, 
they. consulted with the 
·.· rriayor of Norwood, Jo- ·. 
seph Hochbein, who also. · 
. gave a. positive responsive · 
ology classes and lii.bs .. W~en .it 
. comes t() the lab.s jt W()Uld qe an 
· excellent place for the _stude.nts to 
learn." · · 
Once the trail·. is completed,. a 
. trail guide leaflet will be written _to 
inform those visiting the trail about 
the trees and wildlife found in the 
area. 
>-A bike and exercise path 
This path will serve as an excel-
lent place to run and. rollarblade. 
>-Daytime play field 
Although this field will not have 
lights, it will serve as a place to 
play soccer, lacrosse, flag football 
and softball games. . 
>-Six outdoor tennis court:S 
The tennis courts will. also not 
have lights, but will be a place for 
the varsity tennis team to play dur-
ing the intercollegiate season. 
"With the creation oftheCiritas 
Center and its location we knew we 
were going to lose the tennis courts 
andthe recreationa)pl~y'flelds, and ... ' 
at that momentWe knew something 
had to be done," s~id John Kucia, 
administrative vice president. "We 
examined every possible solu~ . 
tion and determined 
this was the best 
1 
';·::ii 
way to meet the ten- J 
' . nis and ~lay field .c· 
needs.which at the ik 
. ~ame time would JF :; . 
· 1mpr~ve ,on the Jt.JW 
pubhc land for ··-~· . . . / . 
the public's 
use," he said. 
In propos-
ing this project, . 
Xavier repre-




actio~s to the 
pxo·pos~d 
·.· 'j· ·.. ' 
with regards to the project. , 
•... · "once the Cincinna_ti Park ·· 
· Board voted _appi:oval, of the'.~ 
project and,provided'·us,w,ith ' 
the necessary land we had the '. 
go"ahead to improve, develop, 
manage and share ,this land 
with'·our students· arid. the 
community," said Kucia. 
The project is being pri-
vately funded by Xavier and 
in no way will affect student 
tuition. Estimates are being 
put together to determine 
the final cost analysis. 
Upon completion, all as-
pects of the park will. not 
.be limited to just members 
of Xavier. The park it-
self will be available to 
community residents, 
especially during the 
summer months. 
. ., . ' . 
~:Io_ Campus 
NEWsWIRE GRAPHIC 
' ,· eY CHAD ENG~LL,\N~. 
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Two Xavier employees hif by car GE gives money-
to Xavier Accident occured on Daria during· evening rush hour 
. ·. BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
·Editor-in-Chief& Publisher. 
were transported by life squad .to 
University Hospital with leg inju- • 
.ries. . . 
Two· university employees .. Doctors sewed up a 1...:.inch 
walking totheir cars in the F& W gash below Broxterman 's knee 
parking lot were hit by a car Fri~. with 20 stitches; Geier has a bro-
day evening during rush ,hour.. . .·· ken borie in her left leg which doc-
Nancy Broxterman and Jean . · tors estimate wiH take six weeks 
Geier, both part of theadmissions- to heal. 
support staff, were struck at the Broxterman and Geier returned 
corner of Woodburn and Dana Av- ·· to work Tuesday. 
enues while traveling with the_ . "The Xavier people were very 
waJk light across Dana. . . . helpful,'' said B~pxterman. "They 
... At5: 17 p.m. campus dispatch- were right the~e for us ... It was 
.. er{received the call; and Xavier good to have their support." 
polie~ units were the. first on the .. "If it's going to happen, it 
. scene. might as well happen in friendly 
The 71-year~old driver of the territory,'? said Geier. 
vehiCle; .a red Grand. _Prix .with . Cincinnati. police cited the 
FloridaJicense plates; was. driving driver of the vehicle for failure to 
northbound on Woodburn, when yield the right-of-way to 'pedestri-
he turned west ori Dana.and failed . ans in a crosswalk. 
to yield the right away to the vie- "With the amount of pedestrian 
tims. . . traffic in and iiround campus and 
Police estimated the car was with a substantial amount [of that 
traveling 10 mph when it hit them, traffic] .crossing against the light 
knocking Geier backwards· and and outside of cross·walks, we · · 
Brdxterrrian onto the hood. should consider oui:selves lucky 
. BY AMY ZYWICKI 
Campus News Editor 
Xavier University has become 
the recipient of a sizable donation 
made by the General Electric 
Fund's Corporate Alumni Pro-
gram, totaling $62,751.56. 
Through a program established 
in 1954, General Electric has com-
mitted to match any contributions 
made to Xavier by GE employees, 
retirees and directors. 
In 1997 alone, GE employees 
and retirees managed to contribute 
more than $8 million to various 
institutions of higher learning. In 
total, they have helped to contrib-
ute more than $85 million to col-
leges and universities across the 
country. 
The donation made to Xavier 
will provide aid for students, ad-
vanced technological support and 
improved library resources. 
"I think that when the light that we don't ha.ve more acci- -
turned green, he gunned it io beat dents," said Mike Couch, chief of 
th~,traffic, because we were only . campus police.According to . 
a c~uple of feet off the curb,"• Couch, Xavier· has experienced 
Broxterman said: three: similar pedestrian accidents 
. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY 
"Matching gift programs like 
General Electric's provide Xav!er 
University with the resources nec-
essary to ensure our students re-
ceive a high-quality, values-ori-
ented education," said Xavier 
President, Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J. 
"This contribution from General 
Electric is importarit to b~r mission 
and is very much appreciated," he 
said. 
Nancy Broxterman; left, and Jean Geier were back to work in 
Both Broxterman and Geier in the la.st six years. 
·the Admissions Office Tuesday after being hit by a car on 
Friday. Both sustained leg injuries. 
Explosion: Xavier copes.with record class size 
Continued from page 1 
· conditions, to ensure that our. stu-
dents would be served in the best 
way,'~ said Birckhead. 
Some students have voiced con-
cern aboutthe distance of the health 
center posing a real problem for ill 
students. Both Birckhead and Cam-
usual has been.very diffi-
cult. Production. Manager 
Greg Ganger must now 
walk to and from Schott at 
least 10 times a day. 
.In addition, the phones 
have yet to be hooked. up 
because Physical Plant is 
overloaded· with work or- . 
pus Police are prepared to meet any ders carried over from the 
such problem. summer shuffle. 
"If you're really sick or injured, ·.·"The only way to get 
call campus police. We're going to through it is to put yourself 
make sure you get to the health cen~ iri their shoes," Ganger said. 
ter,'' said campus police officer Tim "They [administrators] 
Williamson. · were forced to make some-
"The last thing we would want thing happen, and we're on 
is for someone to b~ unable to come the back side of that. They 
to us because they were too ill,''said . were forced to make a de: 
Birckhead: ·He went on to explain cisicm, and we were forced 
that campus-based transportation into this. situation," he said. 
options are being considered to ad- Because dorms have 
dres·s this potential problem. been created out·of their old 
. . 'stm some find the walk incon- offices, efe'ctronic media 
venient, but not a major problem. has also lost a classroom 
"Having a sore throat .was more and any chance of expand-
annoying ·than having to walk up ing, accordi.ng to Lewis. 
there," said sophomore Jeff Noise problems could 
Solomon. also arise once prpduction 
. For the. TV studio offices how- · begins.' The mies pick up 
ever, the move is proving to be more the blower from the air con-
than: an inconvenience. ditioner, so even minor 
. After a summertjf planning ~nd noise.coming from the .resi-
replanning,'the rv:st4dio is still dents above the studio could. 
located··· in the basement of be:detri,mental to a shoot. 
Brockmm1. · ·Their offices, on the· The renovations have 
other hand, are now housed in already cost the TV studios 
P R 0 F I L .E. I N N U M B E R S 
··The Class of 2002 
And how it stacks up to last year 
Total applicants ............................ 3,484 
In 1997: 3, 159 
Acceptance rate .......................... 88.4% 
In 1997: 84:60/o 
Number of students ....................... 840 
In 1997: 167 
Percent female .................. ;!,....... 57.66/o 
In 1997: 58.00/o 
Average High School GPJ.\ ............ 3.40 
In 1997: 3.38 
Average ACT score .......................... 24.9 
· · · · · · ... In 1997: 25 
Average SAT score ....................... 1141 
. ·In 1997: 1126 
· Percent'frorn Ohio · ~ ... :.~::.:.: ... : ... :.: .... :. 58 
In1997: 59 
Number of states represented ...... 34 
In 1997: 35 
Number of countries ................. :......... 7 
In 1997: 7 
Number living on campus ............ 700 
In 1997: 613 
Source: Data from this year is preliminary and was provided 
by the office of the Academic Vice President. Data from 
1997. is from Newswire archives.. . 
proposal were given $750 
per· semester, a parking 
pass and help finding a 
new place. If all four 
roommates in a suite ac-
. cepted the offer, they were 
given $1,000 each per se-
mester, a parking pass and 
help finding a place off-
campus. 
In order to open up 
enough rooms for the re-
mainder of the new stu-
dents, 40 s_tudents had to 
accept the incentives. The 
goal was met, but there 
was little response beyond 
that, despite 500 offers 
made. 
"We· khew we h;ad· to 
viding housing for Xavier's largest 
freshman class. 
"It was a team effort," said Di-
rector of Residence Life Ava Jean 
Fiebig. "Physical Plant has been 
incredible about getting things done 
in a shorttime frame." 
Of course for three first-year 
· men, their dorm experie.nce began 
a little differently. Due to the space 
constraints, they were temporarily 
assigned to a female wing in 
Kuhlman, but they have since been 
reassigned. 
Because so many students 
wanted to live on campus, those 
who missed the May l deadline ac-
cepted admission with the condition 
.that housing was unavailable. 
iJ 
1 '0TflERFACTORS 
make a generous offer,'' Housing was not only in demand 
said Slepitza .. "The con- due to the increased number of 
· venience of living on cam- freshmen, but also because of an 
pus is difficult to replace." increase in the number of resident 
TR I PL ES · sophomores who re-contracted. 
Another method Resi- . Typically the number ofsopho-
derice Life used was ere- mores who want to stay on campus 
·ating triples. By using is about 83 percent. This year that 
rooms designed for double · number grew to 92 percent. 
occupancy as triples, Resi- "What we need to do is have a 
dence Life was able to greater set of checks and balances," 
place 40 more students. Slepitza said. "It's more of an art 
The created triples, al- than a science." 
though smaller in size, Slepitza stressed that the admin-
were available at a reduced istration is not looking to increase 
rate. Students voluntarily ·overall enrollment by accepting 840 
selected the created triples new students each year. 
Schott Hall. a ·subs.tantial arnount of money in offer~d to upperclass residents to re- whereas a few students with late "We are firm on the notion that 
"We're still cleaning up from the ·outside work. "We .had to turn 
summer mayhem," said .Studio down a $15,000 shoot because the 
Manager Kevin Lewis. ''Rightnow offices were in the studios at the 
our office manager. is sitting in a- . time," Lewis said. . 
closet," he said. · . . . .. . " IN CE N il'VE S 
By. separating the offices from In addition to the relocation of 
the studio, maintaining business as campus facilities, incentives were 
locate as well. . 
. Le.Hers were serit out to all jun-
iorsand seniors, as well as sopho~ 
mores in K~hlman, offering finan-
cial beriefits to, those willing to 
moye> .. : · .. ·. .. 
'Individual students accepting the 
deposits were forced into rooms 
specifically designed as triples. 
After ·a· summer of remodeling 
and rearranging, 'the coprdinated 
effort between Residence Life, Stu-
dent Development and Physical 
Plant accomplished the task of pro-
our full-time undergraduate enroll-
ment should be 3100-3200. We do 
what we intend to do at that num-
ber. We don't have any grand plans 
to make Xavier a large institution," 
Slepitza said. 
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Students studied and served-abroad . ' ' ' . . ,' .. ,- . . . ' . . . 
BY APRIL MEYERS 
Co111ributi11g Writer 
A lesson in culture goes beyond 
reading a page in a history book. 
Various groups of Xavier stu-
dents spent their summer outside of 
the United States. 
Among the summer abroad pro-
grams, Xavier offered a range of op-
portunities in both service and stud-
ies. Some of the organized trips 
provided students with a chance to 
take classes or volunteer while im-
mersed in a different culture. 
This past summer 77 Xavier stu- . 
dents traveled abroad. Margaret 
McDiarmid, director of the study 
· abroad programs, mentioned par-
ticipation was low this summer, al-
though there is not an explanation 
as to why numbers are down. 
Of the participants two went to 
· Strobl, Austria; one to Pau, France; 
six to Cuernavaca, Mexico; six to· 
San Sebastian, Spain; 15 to Rome, 
Italy 13 to Maastricht, Netherlands, 
and 12 to El Salvador. 
SERVICE 
A group of 12 Xavier students 
traveled to El Salvador for 12 days 
as a part of a service learning pro-
gram. Through the organization . 
Crispaz (Christians for Peace in El 
Salvador), Xavier students were 
able to explore the depths of the Sal-
vadorian lifestyle. 
Prior to their trip to El Salvador, 
the students enrolled in a liberation 
theology class with Dr. Paul Knit- · 
ter lastspri9g. Knitter then accom-
panied his students on the slimmer 
expedition to El Saivador. · 
During their stay in San Salva- · 
dor, the capital of El Salvador, the 
students lived in a guest house. The 
community V(ithin the guest house 
was similar to that of a college 
dorm. 
The group of students was ex-
posed to the tragedies that have 
been plaguing El Salvador for many 
years. Still recuperating from the 
civil war 10 years ago, the Salva-
dorans remain scarred by,the atmo-
sphere of death and destruction. 
Junior· Monica Stratman. said 
there was not a persori she met who 
had not been affected by the war or 
suffered a. loss as a result of the 
fighti~g. . . 
Junior Kristie Marcelle. recalled 
an experience when she and. her 
peers went to the University of Cen-
tral America. It was there that they 
witnessed the violence present in the 
nation. 
Years ago, six J.esuits and· two. 
women were shot at close range. 
These men and women were mur-
dered for helping the Salvadorian 
people and trying to improve their 
lives. The government tried to 
. maintain absolute control by instill-
ing fear in the citizens. 
Xavier students were appalled 
by the predicament of these people, 
yet in a V:.e of the strength and faith 
they maintai.n through adversity. 
"Their spirit is amazfog. · They 
have so much faith and hope," said 
Marcelle.· Stratman was impressed 
by the people and their willingness 
to share their culture with her and 
other students. 
"You can see the power Of God 
working
1 
in the people," Stratman 
said. 
Stratman recalled a day the 
group spent attending a youth rally. 
"The students have such passion to 
change their country," she said. 
"The potential lies within the 
youth." 
The most important thing 
Marcelle took away from the expe-
rience was the concept of living 
simply. 
"Success Is not measured by 
money. Success is measured by 
happiness and faith," Marcelle said. 
According to students, the trip 
was a life-changing experience. "It 
hit me when I came home," 
Marcelle said. 
; ··PHOTO COURTESY OF MONICA STRATMAN 
Students in El Salvador praytogether at the grave of Archbishop Romero. 
STUDY 
Other students spent part of their 
. summer studying in Europe .. •A 
groupof business students went to 
Maastricht, Ne_therlands. 
The students spent four weeKs in 
Europe studying International Con;i-
munications and foternational Busi-
ness while. earning six credit hours 
toward their Xavier degree. 
Primarily on week~ncls, the stu-
dents traveled to various locations 
throughout Europe: Paris, 
Amsterdam, Luxembourg, Brugge, 
Antwerp and Brussels. . 
. Senfor managemerit, major Ed 
collciit stayed· three we~k:s after hi~ 
studies. to travel on his own. He 
·decided to seize the opportunity to 
experience the world's second tall-· 
est bungee jump in Interlaken, Swit~ 
zerland. · · 
The advice Colldit offers to stu-
dents planning to study abroad is, 
"pick some place that is different, 
, but some place where you would 
feel comfortable." 
Junior Jen Marischen said, "You 
learn more about yourself, the world 
and the people than you can at 
home." 
The Ro!lle Center was the inter-
national resting place for 15 Xavier 
University Scholars and Honors 
Bachelor of Arts (HAB) students 
who spent five weeks in Italy this 
summer. 
"I.only knew one person when 
we left, but wewere all thrown into 
the situation· together and we 
bonded," said junior Cathy Lampe. 
Their trip consisted of taking · 
two classes during . the week, one 
of which was the Aesthetic Experi-
ence taught by a. native of Italy. 
"I just loved ttie culture and his-' 
tory and art. I loved traveling with 
friends, late nights and everything," 
said Zeillmaim. 
Accompanied by _English pro~ 
fessor Dr. Ernest Fontana, the stu-
dents made their way through Italy 
despite the language barrier. 
"Whenever we we.nt anywhere, 
we just prayed that we would find 
. someone who spoke English," said 
Lampe . 
• According to Lampe, things al-
. ways seemed to work out even 
though_ none of the students spoke 
Italian. 
During time abroad, the. students 
visited'the museums and art work 
they learned about in thefr art his-
tory class; as well as all the other 
. popular sights arid sounds known 
to·fourists. 
'The eritire five weeks was like 
nothing I've ever experienced be-' 
fore," Zeillmanri said. . . . 
'· : • ·. St~derits· interested in sttidying 
: abroad in the fut~re should contact 
McDiarmid at her office on the first 
floor of Schott. . 
·.Deadlines for spending spring 
semester abroad is in October, and 
for the fall term the 'deadline is in 
-March. This coming su-mmer's pro-
grams will be due inApril. · 
"It is never too eatly to start plan-
ning," McDiarmi~ said. 
-NEWS FEATURE-
Two new hall directors eager for activity 
BY LORAINE CROUCH 
News Feature Editor 
Among the many new faces on 
campus this fall are Husman Hall 
Director Kelley McClure and 
Kuhlman Hall Director Karri 
Roudebush. 
. While each brings something 
different to Xavier from their ex-
periences and educational back-
grounds, both are looking forward 
to the coming year and the oppor-
tunity to meet more people. 
"I want to get to know a lot of 
the students.," said McClure. "I 
•want my RA's to know that if they 
invite me to their programs, I'll go," 
she said. 
·McClure, who was a hall direc-
tor at Murray State in western Ken-
tucky for the past two years, is origi-
nally from Minnesota. 
She holds a bachelor's degree in 
English from the University of 
North Dakota where she was active 
''I was excited to 
have the experience 
of going.from a 
liberal state school to 
a conservative 
private school. " 
- .. Karri Roudebush, 
Kuhlman Hall Director 
'Pursuing a master's iri human 
services took McClure to Murray 
State where she served as a hall di-
rector for a coed·residence hall the 
size of Husman. 
"I really ·wanted to get a new 
experience," McClure said of her 
decision to come to Xavier; 
Both Murray State and the Uni-
versity of North Dakota were state 
schools and McClure was excited 
in hall council and an honorary to have a chance to work in a pri-
member of a national residence hall ·· vate ~chool. 
organization. Working at a private school was 
also a change of pace for ing Valley Commi.mity Resi~ence 
Roudebush, who graduated from, . Center, Roudebush.comes to Xavier 
and worked for, Ohio University. with a unique experience beyond 
"I was excited to have the ex- her previous work in residence life.·· 
perience of going· from a liberal She would like to d6 more coun-
state school to a conservative pri- seling in- the future; but for.the time 
vate school~" said Roudebush. beirig, her main. goals· are .to be a 
With a bachelor's aegree in psy-, great hall director a.rid to get stu-
. chology, a master.'s of education in dents involved. 
counseling and six ·years of experi- "I want every st~dentto feel a 
ence working in residence life at part of the community and feel that 
Ohio University, Roudebush said they can make a difference~ They 
she was ready to leaveAthens. · count and can be heard," said 
Originally from Cincinnati, she Roudebush. , 
was eager to return. to her fami iy McClure's goal for the year is 
and the convenience of city life. . similar. "I just want to· be succ~ss~ . · 
In addition to being back in Cin-. · . ful at what I do· and be a helpful 
cinnati, Roudebush liked the way person," she said. . 
Xavier Residence Life has an ac- . · Something she would like to do 
live role in student life. is join a coinmittee. Although she 
."I was interested i~·staying ill has not yet found one, she is eager 
student affairs, and Xavier had the to, devote some time and energy to ' 
best residence life set-up," said a campus g;roup. 
Roudebush. "I could relate to the As for Roudebush, she is just 
way they care for the students/' she excited to be here. "Everyday I 
said. . ·. . learn something riew about .the stu-
With a background in counsel- dents, student development and. 
ing adolescent felons at the Hock- myself," she said. · 
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New inq\iiry int() . runiI church not far from 
Ki_ng as __ sassin_· -a_ tio_ll Qmagh, where' a~massive car 
'bomb Jdlled 28 .and 'wounded 
A._ new. probe. into 'the as'~a.s- more than 200 Saturday. 
siriation of civil rights leader , Caskets carrying the bodies_ 
: Maitiri Luther Kfrig,jr .. wHI in~ _ ~f Avril Monaghan and her 
-, vestigate a possible conspiracy' daughter .Maura -were brought 
-- - involVing more than.the known out of their home in the nearby 
gunman, the JustiCe Department town of Augher as the bereaved 
·said.Wednesday. · · began the walk to the church. 
. Previous investigationsJound Rev. James Grimes, the chief 
that the recently deceased James celebrant of the service, said_ 
Earl Ray acted alone in the 1968 people should .try to forgive 
ass_asi;imition at a hotel in Mem- . those responsible for the bomb, 
'phis, Tenn. _ _ which ripped through a Saturday 
But King's widow, Coretta afternoon shopping crowd. 
Scbtt King, appealed for a new __ The funeral was held as ·po-
inquiry to President Clinton, · lice in the Irish Republic de-
who turned the matter over to · ·ployed members of a_n elite unit 
Attorney General Janet Reno in known as the Real IRA in areas 
ApriL · · - along the borderofNorthem Ire-
"We hope this review will land; 
provide answers to new ques- The Real IRA.is a dissident 
· _ tionsthat have been raised about group ~pposed to .the peace 
a tragedy that still haunts our overtures of Sinn Fein, the po-
-nation;" Reno said in a state- 'Jitical wing of the IRA which is. 
ment. observing a ceasefire, and has 
According to the statement, been blamed ·f~r Saturday's 
new allegations of a conspiracy atrocity; 
_have been raised by former FBI 
agent Donald Wilson and a 
Memphis bar ciwner,' Lloyd 
Jovers: 
· Reno stressed that even if 
evidence is found that others· 
were involved,_ no prosecutions 
would be forthcoming due to the 
statute of Jim-itations. 
The ~ew investigation, which 
,follows a congressional probe in 
1968 and a 1997-8 inquiry by · 
the Memphis District Attorney 
General's office, will be con-
ducted by the Justice's civil 
rights division. A report will be 
issued by the department fol-
lowing the investigation. 
Saddam to erect Gulf 
War Monument 
Iraqi President Saddam 
Hussein wants to build a monu-
ment to commemorate the 
"mother of all battles,~· the offi-
cial Iraqi term for the 1991 Gulf 
War. 
Several Iraqi architects are -
competing to build the monu-
ment, which Saddam has de-
clared must reflect "the loyal 
role played by all the children 
oflraq againsttheAmerican ty-
rant," the country's official news 
agency reported. · 
· During th~ war, a .u.s.~ led 
multinational coalition evicted 
Iraqi troops from Kuwait after 
a seven month occupation. 
· Iraq is· still suffering under 
UN sanctions imposed after its 
. 1990 invasion of the neighbor-
-ing emirate. . . . 
Ireland buries first -
bombing· victims -
A young pregnant mother 
: and her 18-month-old daughter 
were-the first of the' victims ,of 
-Northern Ireland's weekend ter- -
rorist massacre to be buried in 
a grim ceremony last we~k. 
-Hundreds of mourners from 
both sides of the sectarian _di-
vide attended the funeral at a 
Sixteen drown on 
U.S.- Mexican border . 
A downpour sent the Rio 
Grande -river over its banks on 
the U.S.-Mexican border over 
the weekend, killing at least six 
people; according to Ciudad 
Acuna city officials. 
-City authorities in northeast-
ern Mexieo declared a "state of 
alert" because of torrential rains 
_that have plagued the area since 
the weekend. 
Mexico's Interior Ministry 
ordered the evacuation of home-
less people living under railroad _ 
bridges along the Rio Grande 
riverbanks around Ciudad -
Acuna and Piedras Negras. 
City officials have not yet 
publicly identified those who 
died or released the circum-
stances of their drownings. 
Clinton can't silence 
impeachment calls 
· · One week after confessing to 
an affair with a White House in~ 
tern; President Clinton finds the 
public steadfastly behind him, 
but talk of impeachment still re-
tnains. 
According to a recent CNN 
poll, thirty percent of Americans 
believe Clinton should be im- _ 
peached if he sought to obstruct · 
justice in the Lewinsky affair. 
Back in Washington D.C., in-
dependent counsel Kenneth 
Starr seemed to be wrapping up 
his primary investigation with 
initia_I witnesses and is expected 
to call Clinton's secretary Betty 
Currie back for a second round 
of questioning by the graqd jury 
_ later this week. . 
Starr_ is looking into charges 
thatClinton had Currie retrieve 
his gifts to Lewinsky so they o 
could i:iot ~e· subpeonaed and 
used against him in the investi-
. gaticm~ and iri front ~f_ the grand 
jury. 
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Clip.ton, Yeltsin pledge 
.fo.pUll·Russia out of crisis 
-BY GRETCHEN COOK 
AFPNews. Service . -
MOSCOW (App) :...__ President 
.-clintoit and. Russian President Boris 
_Yeltsin vowed Tuesday to pull Rus-
sia qut of i_ts econolJ!iC crisis; but 
the pledges of U.S. support and 
Russian reforms came amid chaotic 
uncertainty about Moscow's politi-
cal future. 
Arriving under drizzling skies 
and during rising financial panic, 
Clinton was greeted by acting prime 
minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, 
whose rejected nomination by the 
opposition-dominated Duma Mon-
day set the:stage for.the crisis-rid-
den summit. 
Yeltsin then ushered Clinton into 
their first round of talks in the con-
ference, offering his guest an an-
tiqueAmerican flag as Clinton in return 
"a symbol of .our promised U.S. and 
friendship" ~rid_ Rus- -- western support for 
. sian bread. continued interna-
Clinton squeezed_ · tional loans but in-
the loaf and watched it sisted on four concrete 
rise back again, re- steps to win that back-
marking "Amazing! ing: a better banking 
Kind of like you," in -system, more effective 
reference to his host's tax collection, anti-in-
Jegendary resiliance. Borjs Yeltstin flationary steps and 
But Yeltsin stumbled through confidence-building m~asures for 
their brief photo-opportunity, ap-- trade and investment, U.S. officials 
pearing confused and ailing despite said. 
heavy make-up. "America will stand with you," 
During their 90-minute talks, Clinton said later at the prestigious 
Yeltsin assured Clinton that Russia Moscow Institute of International 
will stay the course of economic Relations. 
reform but could temporarily reim- Clinton softened his "tough-
pose controls on the economy to Jove" economic message with a 
'overcome current political _turmoil. vote of confidence for 'Russia. 
·Justice Department: ·Gate~, Microsoft 
executives claim 'lack of recall' 
BY JAMES V. GRIMALDI 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Bill 
Gates and Microsoft executives 
have claimed "an astonishing lack 
of recall" concerning pivotal busi-
ness decisions when questioned by 
government attorneys, state and 
federal antitrust prosecutors alleged 
in a court document made public 
this week. 
"Microsoft's CEO Bill Gates, 
who is placed at the center of key 
events by numerous documents, 
displayed a particular failure of rec-
-ollection at his deposition," the state 
and federal attorneys said. 
Microsoft officials said they 
have been .cooperative, provided 
millions of pages ofrecords and e-
mail· and answered 
every question "to the 
best of our ability." 
spokesman Jim 
Cullinan said, "It is 
unfortunate that the 
government has lost 
faith in the substance 
of its case and is re-
sorting in this kind of 
n_ame calling," he 
said. - Bill ~ates 
Attorneys for the 
U.S. Department of Justice and 20 
states, which have filed a broad an-
titrust suit against Microsoft, also 
alleged that Microsoft dealt an ille-
gal and unfair blow to competitor 
Netscape Communications in steps 
taken - as recentl:y as February-
to keep Netscape's 
Internet browser off 
computers made by 
Apple Computer. 
The sµit cites three 
dates -' Aug. 21, 
1997, and Jan. 22 and 
Feb. 13 of this year-
during which 
Microsoft allegedly 
did something to per-
suade or prevent 
Apple from loading 
Netscape's browser on its comput-
ers. 
What it did is not clear because 
details were blacked out on court 
.documerits at the demand of 
Microsoft, which doesn't want 
·"trade secrets" to become public. 
U.S. attacks terrorist training 
grounds in Afghanistan, Sudan 
BY JIM MANNION 
. AFP News Service 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AFP)-
Retaliating 13 days after the bomb-· 
lng of American embassies in 
Kenya and Tanzania, the U.S. at-
ti,lcked alleged terrorist camps in 
Afghanistan and a chemical plant ' 
in Sudan on Thursday. 
The base in Afhganistan, oper-
ated near the Pakistani border by 
Saudi millionaire Osama bin Laden, 
adding that Sunni ter-
rorist groups in Egypt, 
Saudi Arabia and Kash-
mir often frequented 
. the' camps. 
"Essentially these 
are a terrorist university 
for a wealth of world-. 
wide terrorist organiza-
tions," said another se-
nior U.S. intelligence 
official. 
was "the largest Sunni (Moslem) "This is by any stretch of the 
training facility in the world," a se- · imagination like military camps 
nior U.S. intelligence official said. designe~ for parliamentary training 
Bin Laden, whom U.S. officials associated totally with worldwide 
have called a major sponsor ofter- · _ terrorism," lie said. 
rorism and linked to the embassy President Clinton cut short his 
_ bombings, was unharmed by the planned 12-day vacation ·in 
-attacks and movedto a "safe.place," Martha's Yineyard, Mass., and -
according to a -spokesman for made a hasty departur~ for Wash-
Afghanistan's Taliban rulers._ ington. -
The camps held as many as 600 "Today we have struck back," _he 
people at a time who were trained said before returning to the White 
in the use of explosives, firearm.s House. ~'Terrorists must have no 
and even such heavy weaponry as . doubt that in the face of t
0
heir 
tanks arid armored personnel carri- threats, America will protect its citi-
ers, U.S. Intelligence offic.ials said, zens." 
Lawmakers from 
both parties and abroad 
supported Clinton's de-
cision to order the _at-
tacks, which were car-
ried out at 1 :30 p.m. 
EDT and lasted Jess 
than an hour. House 
Speaker Newt 
Gingrich, R-Ga., called 
the strike "the right 
thing to do." 
"We just had to do it, we just had 
to," said Rep. Ike Skelton, ranking 
Democrat on the House National 
Security Committee. "We're quite 
sure the attacks iii Africa came from 
_ these two places, and we had to 
strike back." 
British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair also backed Clinton's deci-
sion. 
"The atrocities this month in 
Nairobi, Dar.es Salaam and Omagh 
have shown the pain and suffering 
terrorism can bring to innoqent 
people," Blair said in a statement 
released in London. 
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STAFF EDITORIAL-
WINNERS & LOSERS 
This week we turn the staff's collective expertise to 
local and national issues. Among the biggit;s:. Wall 
Street crashes, Clinton joins Yelstin and Xavier admis-
sions scores big. 
THE WINNERS: 
. >Xavier police have a new 
cruiser painted "Midnight Blue" 
and boasting a snazzy red racing 
decal. At first glance, the 
"Midnight Blue" might appear 
black, making the cruiser look 
black and red. No word if 
University of CinCinnati cruisers 
are now painted blue and white. 
>-The Office of Admissions 
scores big for successfully 
talking so many students into 
coming here. Now Adrian 
Schiess gets the challenge of 
talking them into staying. 
>-Prudent persons who 
place their money under their. 
mattresses finally see their 
investment strategy pay off as 
the market falls. 
:>Lodge Learning Lab may 
be the only beneficiary of 
relocation. Their new Cohen 
Center space is a sight better 
than the previous location in 
Schmidt. 
:>Three cheers to Jim 
Tracey and Physical Plant who• 
rearranged campus this summer 
for renovations and freshman 
overflow. 
>-Finally, Pr.esident Clinton 
receives winner of the week by 
virtue of his trip to Russia. By 
comparison to Yeltsin and the 
Russian economy, Clinton looks 
to be in great political shape. 
AND THE LOSERS: 
>-Now that Health and 
Counseling has been moved to 
the "Norwood campus," sick 
Xavier students face a substan-
tially more arduous trek to the 
facility. Look for semi-frozen 
bodies in snow drifts along 
Herald Ave. this winter as a'case. 
of the sniffles may turn into 
pneumonia on the way to the 
center. 
>-Intramural sports have 
taken an obvious blow with the 
loss of Cohen field. 
>-Wall Street loses big as.· 
market corrections bring the 
bears out of hibernation. 
>-The freshman men living 
on a sophomore girls' wing fall. 
in the eyes of their. peers when 
relocated out of the wing. 
>-Big losers are Jim Tracey 
and Physical Plant who got 
stuck with the difficulttask of 
rearranging campus this 
summer. 
>-Finally, Russian president 
Boris Yeltsin takes !Oser of the 
week with a government in 
upheaval and the ruble in 
decline. It seems that when he 
lost that enormous beer gut he 
lost the support ofthose hard-
drinking Commie coalition 
partners. 
-M.W.M. & C.A.E 
>Opinions Desk: 745-3122 >-E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu 
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IT'.s·· CRUNCH .TIMEI 
WHOSE TURN IS 
IT TO SLEEP ON THE 
POOL TABLE? 
HEY GUINNESS, THIS BEATS THE PHONE BOOJH TRICK ANY C>AY. 
-CAMPUS COMMENTA.RV-
Regulate· not relocate 
Xavier needs· long-term solution to annual housing crisis 
BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher 
I have a story to tell. It begins 
the night of the senior dance, May 
16, 1998, when donning my pen-
guin suit I strutted across .the cam-
.pus green to the Star Bank ATM. 
·A late-working Xavier administra-
tor intercepted me. He was bear-
ing bad news-bad news that was 
downright baffling. 
I was told that the floodgates of 
Xavier's admissions office had 
failed to activate, meaning tha.t 
hordes of extra students would soon 
be spilling onto campus-more stu-
. dents, in fact, than Xavier could 
possibly house. 
Certain sectors of bureaucracy 
panicked and immediately derailed 
the move of The Newswire to its 
new location in the Publications 
House, a move that had been in the 
works since January. 
Two years ago during a similar 
crisis, the university catapulted us 
from our former offices in the Pub-
lications House to the Cohen Cen-
ter in a last-second move to create 
enough beds. For the last .two years, 
then, the Publications House pro-
vided a roof and beds for six stu-
dents. 
This summer, the administra-
tion's move to Schmidt wqrked like 
dominoes, pushing Lodge Learning 
Lab to o~r space in Cohen and The 
Newswire back to its previous home 
inthe Publications House. Dorm 
furniture was to-be replaced with 
office furniture again. · 
Before the. school year ended, 
we were promised that the house 
would be ours "for at least five 
years." But on this particular night, 
dressed in my tux.and feeling. for 
my empty wallet, I was told adif-
ferent.story: You're in bureaucratic 
limbo. There is a good chance the 
Publications House. will again be 
· commandeered for use as.on cam-
pus housing. 
Our equipment, stuffed in boxes, 
was moved to an off-campus star~ 
age facility. We waited in this state 
of limbo for weeks. 
*· * * * * 
The Newswire's troubles were 
symptomatic of a greater malady at 
Xavier. The university's ability to 
form intelligent five-year plans, let 
alone realistic six months plans, has 
we-need to find an 
appropriate method 
of reigning in the 
class size or we need 
to build the facilities 
to handle a larger 
enrollment. 
been seriously undermined by the 
inability of the university to esti-
mate incoming class sizes and the 
· corresponding housing demand. 
This. SU!Jlmer. was not an 
·anomaly either, as a glance at the 
statistics for the last couple of years 
shows. Each year, for the past three 
years, the number of freshmen has 
significantlyexceeded the budgeted 
amount, meaning that our facilities 
are understandingly inadequate to 
handle· the increased housing de-
mands. Clearly, it's time to own up 
to the problem. We need to find an 
appropriate· method ofreigning in· 
the class size or we need to build 
the facilities to handle a larger en-
rollment. The. choice is a simple 
either-or. 
It's in no one's best interest to 
suddenly uproot the Health and 
Counseling Center and transplant it 
.off campus, nor does it make sense. 
to move the TV studio offices two 
blocks away from the studio-two 
moves the unforeseen flood of 
freshmen precipitated. Nor. is it 
particularly comfortable for thr.ee 
students ,~o. be crammed in· Jiving 
. quarters designed for two. 
Finally, no one would h·aye 
Xavier encqurage students, espe-
cially freshmen, to move off cam-
pus. The college experience is so 
tied to on-campus involvement, that 
it is an outright shame that insti.tu·· 
tionally we have encouraged stu-
dents-even going so far as to as-
semble lucrative incentive pack-
ages-to move off campus. Living 
on campus. is more conducive to 
getting involved and maximizing 
. the college experience than living 
off campus. 
Rather than running around next 
summer and shipping another es-
sential service beyond the outer 
fringes of campus, let's make sure 
we don't blow it again. Let's plan 
ahead this year. · 
'* * * * * 
A summer later, lam happy tci 
report that this issue originates fro·m 
the Publications House, 3739 
Ledgewood Ave. After a spell, the 
bureaucratic panic gave way to a 
thoughtful calm and our move w.ent 
forward as scheduled, just five 
weeks)ate. . 
A number of people came to the 
aide of The Newswire this summer. 
First, I would like to thank Fr. Hoff, 
S.J., who successfully shifted ad-
ministrators' response from panic 
to thoughtfulconsideration. 
Th~nks to Greg: Meyer and Jim 
Tracey in PhysicaJ.Plaflt for coor-
dinating and executing the move> 
Thanks especilllly to Gordon_ 
Suggs, JohnVitsas, Anne Jackson, 
Dave Bennett, N adi~~ Johnson and 
the entire User Support Serviees 
staff for all their help. Thanks to 
Luther Smith, SGA executives and 
student senatefor their understand- . 
ing and assistance. 
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HOW do you feel about the·Joss of the Cohen intramural field?. 
"It really doesn't "I think it's a real· "I feel an extreme "My first reaction "I would actually "Cohen ... "It wasn't a huge "They totally 
bother me. It loss for the sense of loss and was, omigod, prefer having a where's that?" deal to me. I shouldn't have 
would be nice if aesthetic value of . Xavier will have where'd it go? place to park than didn't come to done that to the 
they built another the campus. It to pay for my I'm glad that a fieid because -DAN Xavier for Cohen environment. It's 
· field to replace also makes a therapy." · there's more we already have a CZERWONKA field." a degredation of 
that one." pretty distant parking, though." Sports Center." Senior our green space." 
parking lot." -LAURA -KRISTIE 
-SAR.AH BLOODWORTH -ANNEMARIE -SAM LEAVELL -KELLY 
BARHORST -GIULIANNA Senior KNAPIK 'PRESTON Freshman WILLIAMS 
·Freshman CAPPELLETTI Junior Junior Junior 
Junior 
I N T. E R N A T I· 0 N A l. PERSPECTIVE-
Resignation highlights adDlinistration failings 
BY MARK' MCDONALD 
Opinions & Editorials Editor 
Scott Ritter's resignation from 
the United Nations' weapons in~ 
spection team this week should be 
a wake-up call to the American 
news media and people. ·While 
we've spent the past several months · 
engrossed in the daily ~rama of a 
grand jury investigation of Presi-
dent Clinton, the standoff between 
weapons inspectors and Iraq has 
· been largely ignored. 
Earlier this year, EN. Secre.tary. 
General Kofi Annan made . head-
lines by brokering a last minute deal 
. with Iraq: · 
Despite this threat, Iraq reneged 
on its promise on Aug. 5. Four 
weeks later, there hasn't even been 
a token hand-slap for, the rogue na-
. tion. After successfully playing the 
Secretary General's peacemaking 
image against the force of thejn-
temational community, Hussein has 
enjoyed· a penalty-free month of 
noncompiiance. 
I don't watch the news as often 
as I should, but I can't believe there 
hasn't been· more coverage since 
Iraq again started limiting inspec-
tions. 
we should be addressing it. An in-
crease in anti-U.S. sentiments com-
bined with Iraq's track record for 
lying and suspected support for ter-
rorism make a renewed Iraqi bio-
logical weapons capability a huge 
threat we should all be taking seri-
ously .. 
Ritter say's the inspection .team 
has "proof' Iraq is hiding weapons 
of mass destruction, and that, by his 
estimation, Iraq.is about six months 
away· from a fully operational 
weapons program. But no fiery 
rhetori~ rings from Washington, 
and no military pressure has been 
·applied to Iraq. , !~ 
"tllAT"S . 
S·I·T·£. 
. ft I, 
The: apparently imminent U.S. 
air strikes. were nixed in exchange 
for a promise that the inspection· 
teams woulq have full, unfettered 
access to all suspected weapons · 
sites, including Saddam Hussein's 
·The news is filled witl;t endless 
coverage of the grand jury investi-
gation. How do you cover super-
secretgrand jury proceedings? Fill 
the ·time with speculation, illegal 
leaks and lots of repetition. 
Ritter contends that the United 
States is afraid of the implications 
of confronting Iraq. Ifwe acknowl-
edge Iraq's failure to comply with 
inspections, American and U.N. 
credibility demands we carry out 
the "severest consequences" prom-
ised. 
be done about the situation. stains, there might be enough do-
mestic political pressure for the ad-
ministration to step up efforts to 
resolve the Iraqi standoff. presidential palaces. . 
To assuage American suspicions 
about the deal, the United Nations 
:promised the "severest conse-
quences" iflraq failed to comply 
with.the agreement. 
Even on days when no witnesses 
are:called before the jury, media 
coverage remains high. And all 
along, important news about the 
weapons inspections has gone un-
reported. 
Now that Ritter's resignation h~s 
brought some attention to the issue, 
With the United States and Rus-
sia in disagreement over Iraq, and 
both country's presidents in weak-
ened positions, it seems little will 
Unable to muster sufficient in-
ternational support for new eco- , 
nomic sanctions or military strikes, 
Clinton also seems. unwilling··to 
apply unilateral pressure on Iraq. 
If we collectively knew a little 
more about the weapons inspec-
. tions and less about Monica's dress 
Meanwhile, anonymous sources 
tell me Chip Bliffer, Clinton's hair-
dresser and close personal confi-
dant, has been called to testify ... · 
Weekly· News Quiz 
• "Gilligan's Island" star Bob Denver life-changing impact on us~ 
(Gilligan) gotan unsupervised probation for c) buy a lot of the cool new souvenirs 
marijuana possessfon because·: and coffeetable books. 
a) he pleaded no contest to the charges. • Scott Ritter, a ~merican c,oncealment 
b) he turned over Ginger's phone num- · expert on the U.N; weapons inspection team, 
ber to the aging judge. ·. ·resigned because: 
c) the judge sympathized with Denver's a) the team no longer has unrestricted ac-
need for three hour trips. . · cess to suspected weapons sites. 
•Researchers at Carnegie Mellon Uni- b) there's no good Chinese takeout in 
· versity announced that people who· spend Baghdad. • 
even a few hours a week online: . c) his s.ervices were urgently needed by 
a) experience higher levels of depression the Clinton legal team. 
.and loneliness. ·· • JanetReno opened another investiga~ 
b) spend most of that time deleting junk tion of Vice President Gore's fund-raising 
email. telephone calls because: 
c) see a lot more pornography. a) there are new allegations of improper 
• The infrared setting on the new Sony solicitations. 
:Handycam,ifusedduringtheday,seesright - ,b) he may have solicited more than 
through clothing oflightly'dressed subjects: money. 
Sony disabled .. the camera feature because c)·he is suspected of niaking prank 911 
they were afraid: · - · calls, 
· · a) of possible crimfrlal or predatory uses. •The new·s med.ia recently feigned shock 
b) of a whole new round of Pam Ander" that St. Louis' Mark McGwire: 
son Lee internet pictures. a) takes a legal performance supplement. 
c) of what Linda Tripp would do with it. . b) gets a McDonald's kickback for his 
•The one-year anniversary of Princess· nickname "Big Mac." 
Diana's death is a good· opportunity to:. c) consulted with Tanya Harding on how 
a) reflect on the purpose of ourbiieflives. . t<> take out.the Cub's Sammy. Sosa. 
b) pretend as though she had a profound, ""'."M.W.M.-
I 
- C A M P U S C 0 M M E .N T A R Y -
A freshman perspective 
BY ERIN NERIUS 
Guest Columnist 
It's about a two-hour driv~ from my 
hometown to Xavier, a trip which gave me 
more than enough time to contemplate my 
c~refree summer, and wonder why I was 
· paying great amounts of money to write 
more reports on obscure classic novels. 
But seeing as my deposit check was long 
since mailed in and there was no chance of 
backing out, I silently resigned myself to 
four more years ofoating cafeteria food and 
inventing bibliographies. · · 
We pulled into the parking lot, which at 
first glance appeared still, stopped the car, 
and were immediately attacked by unbeliev-
ably perky upperclassmen wearing what 
looked to be Sunkist promotional tee shirts. 
Within a second, all my worldly posses-
sions had vanished and I was left speech-· 
less, chasing after a girl running away with 
my hula~hoop. · 
That's how I found my dorm room, 
which was frigid enough to qualify as 
Dante's bottom level of hell. · 
I was wondering whom I had betrayed 
badly enough to deserve this frigid fate when 
I finally figured out how to turn the air con-
ditioning off, which involves standing on 
one foot, balancing a book on your head and 
chanting in what I believe is Swahili. 
Note: If you've never lived with the air 
conditioners in Brockman, the process is 
1 identical to that of opening your mailbox. 
As a senior last year, about the only thing 
I learned was how different college was go-
ing to be from high school. My teachers· 
used this over arid over as a justification of 
all the scholastic tqrture they put us through. 
So I came into all this determined not to miss 
a thing. 
A half-hour after I arrived here I missed 
the hall meeting. I had no idea where the 
"Pit" was. I should have followed the smell 
of pizza. 
I've adjusted a bit since those first un-
steady freshman days, meaning. I can find 
the way to the cafeteria by myself now. 
I've met tons of cool people~ and there's 
always a new face to introduce myself to on 
the steps of Brockman at two in the morn-
ing. 
One thing's for sure, there's never a dull 
moment. . 
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SPORTS BRIEFS 
>Sports Desk: 745-2878 >E-mail: sPoRrs@xavier.xu.edu 
Sports for you to do 
The Xavier Recreational"Sports Department provides many op-
portunities for you to keep in shape while appeasing your competi-
tive spirit: 
• The O'Connor Sports Center is the central athletic center 
which includes an Olympic-size swimming pool, a weight room, 
and racquetball and basketballcourts. It is open from 7 a.m. to 11 
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Fridays, and 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. on the weekend. Call 745-3208 for more informa-
tion. 
• The Recreational Sports Department will offer a wide vari-
ety of aerobic classes this fall including water aerobics, step 
classes, abs class, boxing and hi/low classes. You may enroll for 
the $30 classes at the Sports Center. Call 745-3209 for more infor-
mation or pick up a brochure in the O'Connor Sports Center. 
• The first-ever Freshman 4x4 Follies will be held Friday, 
Sept. 11 at the· O'Connor Sports Center beginning at 10 p.m. Ac-
tivities will include four person teams competing in four half-crazy, 
semi-athletic and totally hilarious events. The events will include a 
canoe race, whiffleball tournament, belly-board race and a bat-spin 
relay. Cash prizes will be awarded. 
There will be divisions for both men and women with the first 
25 teams receiving T-shirts. Food, beverages and gift certificates 
will be given away during the event. 
For more information or to register your team, stop by the Rec-
reational Sports Department in the O'Connor Sports Center or con-
tact them at 745-3208. 
• The Xavier Intramural Sports Department has announced the 
intramural sports that will be offered this fall. The team sports 
will include flag football, softball, all-terrain and triples volleyball, 
4 on 4 basketball and indoor/outdoor soccer. Individual and duo 
intramural sports offered will include a· golf outing, racquetball, 
3-point shoot-out and the All for One SK. The intramural sports 
will be divided into divisions for men, women and co~recreational. 
All students, faculty and staff are welcome. Entry forms are lo-
cated in the O'Connor Sports Center. For more information, call 
Shawn at 745-2856. 
• For those who take their competition more seriously, the Rec-
reation Sports Department has numerous club sports to offer. The 
club sports that will be offered this year include boxing, crew, fenc-
ing, ice hockey, men's and women's lacrosse, martial arts, rugby, 
sailing, soccer, ultimate Frisbee and men and women's volleyball. 
If you want to find.out more about getting involved in a club, call 




FRIDAY, SEPT. 4 •WOMEN'S SOCCER AT KENTUCKY AT 7 P.M. 
•VOLLEYBALL AT UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 
SATURDAY, SEPT. S 
MONDAY, SEPT. 7 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 8 
TOURNAMENT VS. PROVIDENCE AT 2:30 P.M. AND 
TENNESSEE TECH AT 5 P.M. 
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT ILLINOIS STATE REDBIRD CLASSIC IN 
. NORMAL, ILL. 
•MEN'S SOCCER AT KICK-OFF CLASSIC.VS. WRIGHT STATE AT 
WRIGHT STATE AT 3:30 P.M. 
•VOLLEYBALL AT UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 
TOURNAMENT, OPPONENT TO BE DETERMINED 
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT ILLINOIS STATE REDBIRD CLASSIC IN 
NORMAL, ILL. 
.•MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY AT UNIVERSITY OF 
DAYTON MEET IN DAYTON, OH. 
•MEN'S
0
SOCCER AT KICK-OFF CLASSIC VS. MIAMI AT WRIGHT 
STATE AT 1 P.M. 
•WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. CINCINNATI AT 7 P.M. 
ALL HOME GAMES ARE IN BOLD 
HOME SOCCER MATCHES ARE HELD AT CORCORAN FIELD 
Women's Soccer vs. Cincinnati 
7 p.m. Tuesday at Corcoran Field 
It's the first crosstown match-up of the school year kids, 
so wander across Victory Parkway to Corcoran Field on Tues-
day night to support the lady booters' as they try to put the. · 
hated Bearcats where they belong. Last year Xavier Jost a 
close one 1-0 at UC. This time the game is on our own turf. 
SPORTS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Athletic department shuffles 
Bobinski takes over as new athletic director . . . ' . . . . . 
BY MATT BARBER 
Sports Editor 
·The North Parking L.ot on cam~ 
pus is· full of yellow, rumbling .con-
struction equipment busy building 
the new Cintas Center which will 
bring a few changes to Xavier ath-
letics in 2000. The rurribling 
changes in the athletic department 
do not end there, however, as Mike 
Bobinski has taken over.as the new 
director for athletics at Xavier this 
year. 
Bobinski comes tO Xavier from 
the University of Akron, where he 
held the same position there since 
1994. 
"He [Bobinski] buys into the 
mission of [this] University 100 
percent. He has demonstrated ex-
ceptional competence in his field; . 
He is truly a good person," said Rev. 
James E. Hoff, S.J., president of 
Xavier University. 
"I like the commitment tci the 
athletic program from Fr. Hoff on 
down," said Bobinski when asked 
what initially attracted him to 
Xavier. "I like the quality of the 
school, and I'm in tune with the 
mission and ph,ilosophy of Xavier." 
Bobinski replaces Jeff Fogelson 
who moved on to take the athletic 
director position at Seton -Hall af-
ter 15 years at Xavier, 
Mike Hermann, formerly the 
associate athletic director at XU, 
had been serving as acting athletic 
. . 
director. He accepte~ the director napolis before rnoVlng on· fo the . 
of athletics position at Niagara University ofAkron_ · 
when Bobinski's hiring was an- At Xavier, there will be no ma-
nounced earlier. in .the sum.mer. jor changes right away as Bobinski 
Bobi.nski began full-time at XU on wants to ·get settled into his ,new 
Aug. 17. surroundings before even consider-
Bobinski. is a ·1979 graduate of ing what, if any, inoVes need to be 
the University of Notre Dame made. · · 
where he earned a bachelor's de- "The worst thing you can do is 
gree in business administration. He . make changes as soon as you get 
also played baseball there, occa- there," said Babinski.. 
sionally against Xavier. What does he think of his new 
He then returned to his native surroundings? Although XU's ath-
NewYork City, and became acer- letic program, consisting of 15 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL.TERRY 
Athletic Director Mike Babinski . . . 
tified public accountant in 1981. 
He worked. for Arthur Young & 
Company; Deloitte, Haskins and 
SeUs (now Deloitte and Touche) 
and the.Walt Disney Company. 
He returned to Notre Dame in 
1984, serving as business manager 
of the athletic· department, and in . 
his first year back, as an assistant 
baseball coach. 
Bobinski then accepted the po-
sition of Associate Athletic Direc~ 
tor at the Naval Academy at An-
sports, a 42-person staff and about 
225 student athletes, is smaller than · 
· Akron's ( 17 sports including foot- · 
ball, 65 staff members and 350 stu-
dent athletes), Bobinski is still 
pleased with it. 
"The size of a program isn't a 
determining factor of whether it has 
· value," he said. 
He called the Cintas Center 
project a "tremendous undertaking" . 
for a school the size of Xavier, and 
.he is a Skip Prosser fan. While at 
·the Naval Academy, Bobinski had 
tried to get the administration there 
to hire Prosser when their head bas-
ketball coaching position opened up 
a few years ago. 
"It's·been busier than heck, but 
it's been great being here," said 
Babinski. "I hope to have a very 
good time." 
Babinski, origi.nally from Long 
Island, is 40 years old and has two 
children with his wife Sil. 
Rec Sports deals with Cohen loss 
BY MATT BARBER 
Sports Editor 
After years of being one ofXU's 
few open, grassy spaces, Cohen 
Field is an asphalt-covered parking 
lot, and Xavier's intramural and 
club sports are scrambling to find 
new facilities. 
Cohen Field used to be com-
prised of two softball diamonds, 
two sand volleyball courts and a 
playing field used for football, soc-
cer, lacrosse and rugby. The first 
sign to intramural and club sport 
athletes that changes for the field · 
were in the works, was when the 
utility company planted a new tele-
phone pole in the middle of one. of 
the softball infields. 
Jim Ray, the director of the rec-
reational sports department, is 
working with. the school adminis-
tration and the City of Cincinnati 
to locate a suitable facility for 
Xavier's intramural and club sports. 
There is a meeting between Ray, 
Xavier administrators and the Di-
rector of the Cincinnati Recreation 
Commission scheduled for Thurs-
day, Sept. 10. Right now, no~hirig 
has been finalized .. 
The meeting is to discuss 
Xavier's use of Sherman Field, lo- . 
catecl at the corner of Sherman Av-
enue and Victory Parkway, a field 
owned by the City of Cinc;innati. 
Norwood City officials voted not to 
allow Xavier to use its city-owned 
fields for unspecified. reasons. 
The City of Cincinnati is look-
ing for ways to upgrade its youth 
baseball program, including facili-
ties, in order to. host a youth base-
ball national championship in'2000. 
~avier officials are trying to work 
a deal which would consist of 
Xavier funding the improvements 
of Sherman Field in exchange for. 
exclusive rights to the field. 
"It's really good timing for 
Xavier, that Cincinnati wants to 
host this tournament and we are in 
a position to help," said Ray. 
However, until the Sherman 
Field issue is resolved, there are 
numerous intramural .and. club 
sports who are still homeless. 
. Shawn Hamill, the assistant di-
rector of recreational sports and the 
director of intramural and club 
sports, has been putting those club 
sports who have been displaced 
from Cohen in touch with different 
facilities for possible use. 
The rugby club, men's and 
women's club lacrosse teams and 
the men's club soccer team have 
,been trying to schedule practice and 
game times at such fa,cilities as 
Seven Hills and Summit Country 
Day. 
As far as intramural sports are 
concerned, Hamill has been. work-
ing to accommodate the desires of 
Xavier s.tudents and the outside 
members ofthe O'Connor ~ports 
Club. Even if Xavier is allowed the 
use of Sherman Field, there is no. 
lighting, meaning the times and 
number of games would be re-
stricted. This in turn would force 
intramural sports to limit the num-
ber of teams allowed to enter each 
sport. ·Team rosters would be ac-
cepted on a first-come, first-serve 
basis, according to Hamill. 
Hamill has also been working to 
provide different intramural activi-
ties should there be no available 
outdoor facility for Xavier to use. 
The flag football tournament could 
move into the O'Connor Sports 
Center gym, involve smaller teams 
and use nerf footballs. The softball 
league could also be moved into the 
gym and be converted to a 
.whiffleball league. Soccer, as well, 
could easily be m.oved inside. 
In additfo.n to those changes, 
Hamill is thinking about adding 
more basketball tournaments, such 
as a "horse" tour11ainent or a three-
point shooting contest. He has been 
in contact with Stones Lanes- on. 
Montgomery Road about setting up 
an intramural bowling league for 
Xavier students as well. 
With more sports moved inside, 
there would be a crunch on gym 
time at .the sports center. Hamill 
said that games would be scheduled 
later iri the evenings, from 8-11 
p.m., to avoid disrupting present 
sports center. use. Sports center · 
hours could also be extended until. 
midnight if needed. 
"ICs a. difficult situation to 
handle, but we want to provide 
intramurals. We are going to work 
outthe best possible solution," said 
Hamill. · 
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Women's soccer sets. high goals 
.· BY MATT·MADGES · gins the sea.son with tough road Hubbard and Colleen Savage will · 
· Assistant Sport~ Editor 
The Xavier women's soccer 
team fac.es high expectatio~s this 
season, as the squad returns one of 
its most balanced and experienced 
teams ever. 
The team's goal is to better last 
season's performance in the f\tlan-
tic 1_0 Tournament. To do so, the 
~~rrien ~re iooking to reach the A" 
10 T.ournament Championship 
game with . the hope of secl!ring· a 
NCAA 1btirnameI1t berth. 
In the process, the· women's 
team will also face 9ne of its toughc. 
est schedules ever .. The ~quad bee 
games against Indiana and Ken- lead this year's team.· 
tucky, andthen fac.es crosst9wn ri- "This will be our most experi-
val, the University of Cincinnati, enced team, with the combination 
in the home opener. '· of seven seniors and four juniors 
"The strength of this season's guiding the sophomores and incom-
schedule is where we should be at," ing freshmen .. This is really the first 
said head coach Ron Quinn. "We time .we've had a balance in 
need to have this schedule to elevate classes," said Quinn. 
the program fo the next level." Each of this season's captains 
The Lady Musketeers return · plays a defensive role on the squad. 
nine starters and seventeen Heedum and Savage will lead a 
letterwinners rrom last season's strong defense which allowed only 
squad that went 14-5-0, which tied 17 goals all of last season. Joining 
.a team record for wins. in a single them in the backfield will be sopho-
season. .. . mores Margaret Broe and Lisette 
.~eve·n seniors, including tri- Thiel. 
captains Keri Heedum, Ann Marie Hubbard and senior Karen Kase 
will once again provide the Lady 
Musketeers with a superb goalie 
· duo. Last season, Hubbard and 
Kase combined to post a 0.88 goals 
against average and recorded eight 
shutouts. 
Junior Amy Reinshagen will 
once again control the squad from 
her central midfield position, while 
sophomore Erin Coley will play a 
key role on the wirig after an im-
pressive freshman season. 
Also seeing time in the midfield 
will be seniors Amy Lemon, Holly 
Grow and ·Regan Thaler. 
One of the biggest challenges the. 
Lady Musketeers will face is ~t­
tempting to fill ·the void left by 
Amanda Gruber, who graduated 
last year as the school's all-time 
leading scorer and last year's Atlan-
tic IO Player-of-the-Year. 
· To. attempt to fill this void, the 
team will rely on a balanced offen-
sive attack led by Amanda's sister, 
sophomore Annette Gruber. Last 
. FILE PHOTO 
Junior Christie Reinshagen was named to the Atlantic 10 First 
Team lastyear. 
her because everyone must be in-
volved and we all must step up." . 
Joining Gruber on the offensive 
attack will be junior Christie 
Reinshagen, a First Team Atlantic 
IO selection last season. Freshman 
Megan Hasty should also add some 
offensive punch to the team. 
"Our offense should be more 
ship game that will be.held Nov. 8 
at the University of Massachusetts. 
. Other teams that should compete 
forthe championship will be Day-
ton, George Washington and Mas-
sachusetts. 
se~son, Gruber scored 12 goals and relaxed and be able to be more cre-
"With the nucleus returning, we 
know how each other plays," said 
Gruber. "The excitement and pas-
sion that this team has makes it spe-
cial. We are ready to play." 
. FILE PHOTO 
a team record 12 assists on her way 
to being named the A- IO Rookie~ 
of-the-Year. 
ative," said Quinn. "We now have 
Sophomore Annette Gruber will lead the offensive attack for the 
women's soccerteam this season. 
"We depended on her 
(Amanda)," said Gruber. "It will . 
be challenging this season without 
. the luxury of multiple offensive 
combinations this season. I'm. 
looking for someone to step up." 
The team has their sights set on 
the A-IO Tournament Champion-
The home opener for the Lady 
Musketeers will be on Tuesday, 
Sept. 8 against the University of 
· Cincinnati at Corcoran Field. 
Depth should be key.to Muskie season 
BY RICHARD SCHILLING 
Sports Writer 
The only way for a sports team 
to be continually successful is for 
it to improve on its weaknesses dur-
iilg the off-season. Based on this, 
the Xavier men's soccer team 
should be successful ·this· season 
because that is exactly what the 
team accomplished this past year. 
Last season, in the firsfround of 
the Atlantic IO Tournament, the 
Musketeers lost to LaSalle fo over-
time. 
Head coach Jack Hermans 
blamed the loss pn ·the team not 
being able to sustain.its pace due to 
a lack of depth. 
However, with a solid group of 
· newcomers this season, depth 
should not be a problem. Hermans 
believes this year's squad will have 
a depth that none of his teams have 
had in the past. 
.. "Hopefully, with all the new-
comers and a deeper roster, we'll 
be able to play at a high level of 
intensity in the latter st11ges of a 
game," said H~rma_ns. . , .. 
Last season, the team finished 
second in the A-IO with an 8-3 con-
ference record while going 10-10-
1 overall: The Musketeers r(.'.:turn 
eight starters and 11 Ietterwinners 
from last year's squad. 
Hermans· believes this 
year's team could have the . 
firepower and depth to ad-
vance beyond the conference 
tournament and achieve a 
team goal of making it to the 
NCAA tournament. 
The team will be very 
strong and experienced in the 
middle. This strength begins 
with the Dutch duo of 
Maringo Vlijter and Koen 
Kuiken. 
Vlijter, a center 
midfielder, controls the 
midfield with ~xcellent touch 
on the ball and an uncanny 
ability to work with Kuiken. 
Last season Vlijter scored 
five goals and six assists on· . 
the way to being named to · 
the First Team All~AHantic 
IO for the second straight 
Kuiken, who led the Musketeers in 
points last season with 25. Al-
though Kuiken, the. 1997 A-10 
Rookie-Of-The-Year, is one of 
season. . .. . . . 
Xavier's top returning scorers, he 
fared well at sweeper in the spring 
last season and could possibly see 
time back there again this year.. · 
Another producer in the 
offensive attack will be Chas 
Cooke, who. led the team in 
goals last season. Also con-
tributing will be sophomore 
Josh Hammerschmidt, who 
led the team in assists last 
season. 
· Another contributor in the 
midfield will be David 
Spacarelli, a junior co-cap-
tain, who will energize the 
team at both ends of the field. 
J uriiors Steve Stamper and 
Brian DiBattista will also 
compete for playing time in 
_the midfield. Stamper re-
corded two goals and two as-
sists last season while start-
ing-in 18 games. DiBasttista 
'played in 18 games last sea-
son and will add speed to the 
lineup. 
Often o~ the receiving 
end of VIiJter's passes is 
Maringo Vlijter will co.ntrol the midfield for 
the Musketee~sJhis s~ason. · 
The defense will be led by 
senior defender Fred Corpuz 
_and sophomore goalie Paul 
Wesseling. 
Wesselingis a superb goalie that 
can also spark the team's offensive 
attack with his deft long balls. 
Corpuz played in 17 games last sea-
son and will bring experience to the 
. defense. 
Newcomers who will contribute 
to the Musketeer defense will be 
Rob Bakker, Paul Dondalski and 
Daniel Limburg. 
Bakker, another Dutch import, 
is a strong, physical defender who 
has a good understanding of the· 
game. 
The men's team will rely on a 
solid core of experienced and tal-
ented players and the addition of an 
excellent freshman class this sea-
son. If the returning core and the 
incoming freshmen mesh the way 
Hermans thinks they will, the Mus-
keteers will be a contender for the 
A- IO C:hampioriship in November. 
The men's team will begin their 
season this weekend with the Kick-
Off Classic at Wright State Univer-
sity. The team wi,11 not play at 
Corcoran Field until their home 
opener on Friday, Sept. 18 against 
Cal Poly SLO. 
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Experienced core, talented newcomers make XU tough 
BY MATT MADGES 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Last year, the Xavier volle5'ball 
program marked its 25th year. Al-
though they fell to a surprising 13-
17 mark in 1997, 16 of those past 
25 seasons were winning _cam-
paigns. 
This season, the Xavier women's 
volleyball team will rely on an ex~ 
perienced squad to return the pro-
gram to its winning ways. Last year 
marked the end of seven consecu-
tive over .500 seasons. 
"It was obviously a disappoint- · 
ing year in some ways," said head 
coach Floyd Deaton. "It was dis-
appointing as far as wins and losses, 
but I saw a lot of people get better, 
and that was what it was all about." 
With the more experienced and · . season. Her average of 4.03 kills a 
improved squad this season, the game ranked second in the Atlantic 
team's goals are simple. The Mus- 10 Conference. In addition, she is 
keteers are striving to improve on one of the most athletic players on 
last season's seventh place confer- the team. 
ence standing. Janszen, the.team's tallest player 
Similarly to last season, 'the team at 6-.feet-2-inches, led the Muske-
will be put to the test early by some teers in blocks last season with 22 
· outstanding teams. Xavier faces singles and 97 assists. Janszen also 
preseason No. 5 Nebraska and No. led the team in hitting efficiency 
13 Ohio State during the Ohio State with a .303 average which placed 
Tournament on Sept. 11 and 12. fourth. in the conference. Teamed 
Deaton believes that last year's with Cook, Xavier will intimidat.e 
stiff competition will help the squad more than a few opposing hitters. 
this season in that everyone will Sophomore setter Tami Ores, 
know what to expect from the op- who. ran into some injury trouble 
ponents. last year, showed she could play by 
Senior outside hitter Gabe Cook recording the second highest assist 
and senior setter Cara Espelage will total on the team. Healthy this year, 
be expected to provide leadership she should challenge Espelage for 
as the· co-captains for the team. the starting setter position. 
Cook will lead by Other returning players who will 
example. Last sea- contribute to the success this sea-
son she played in all son are middle hitter Jolie Camella, 
115 games for the . who returns from an injury-plagued 
Musketeers and was season last year, and outside hitter 
second on the team Kristin Hamann, who will provide 
in blocks. experience on the right side of the 
Espelage led the floor. Hamann.showed a marked 
team with 1267 as- improvement last season with her 
sists and 33 serving solid.play. 
aces last season as Other contributors includejun-
the starting setter and ior outside hitter Kelly Williams and 
was second on the sophomore outside hitter Gina 
team for digs with Geraci. Williams is a solid server 
287. with excellent all-around skills. 
The Musketeers Geraci is an outstanding passer who 
also return their two plays with a lot of emotion on the 
star juniors from last floor. 
·season, outside hitter A strong recruiting class consist-
Beth . Osterday and ing of Sara Bachus, Jill Hampton 
middle blocker and Anna Yasuhara brings impres-
FILE PHOTO 
Beth Osterday watches her ball after it has 
Jenny .Janzen. sive credentials to this.year's squad. 
Osterday led the Bachus, an All-Ohio First Team 
passed a defender. Osterday led the team 
with 463 kills last season. . 
team in kills (463) . selection her senior year of high 
and digs (401) last school,. has the flexibility in her 
Open ,Tennis Tryouts 
The Xavier Men's and Women's Varsity Tennis Teams 
are holding open tryouts. 
Anyone interested should meet Coach Jim Brockhoff behind Kuhlmal). 
Hall at 5:45 p;m. on Thursday, September 3. That's tomorrow! 
Xavier news every Wednesday ... 
NETV\TSWt kE 
ARE YOU S12tSStO? 
game to play · 
at both 




was .also an 







Player of the 
Year in 1997. 
She is a good 
jumper a.ncl 
hits the ball 
hard from the 
outside hitter 
position. Teamwork ~ill be key to ~he. Musketeers; suFli~~~~o 
. Yasuhara, . . . . this season. . 
an outside . .. · ·· · 
hitter hailing from Callfornia, is .a . teer bench will. be a new assistant 
former All-American and was coach, Jacqueline Byrne. A 1997 
named to the West Coast Prep Na- · graduate of the University ofLou-
tional First Team her senior year. isville, where she played volleyball 
With this talented and experi- forfour years, Byrne comes to 
enced squad ready for the season, Xavier with the experience of be-
Deaton wants to keep the team fo- ing on a. highly successful team. 
c.used on its goals. · .· . She was an assistant at the Univer-
. · "lcould very easily say, .'I want . sity of Wyoming last season, help~ 
to win the c_onference;i.want to go · ing them to a 19~12 record. . •. 
t~ the NCAA's; but idoih think The volleyball team will hold 
there's a coach .in the country that their home opener on Tuesday, 
doesn't set those things as goals," Sept. LS against Miami University 
said Deaton. "Let'.s j1=1st take orie fo Schmidt Fieldhouse. Hopefully, 
game at a time, and if we win, ev- 1998 will be the start of.another 
erything else falls into place." successful 25 years of Xavier vol-
This will be Deaton's eighths.ea~ IeybalL · ' 
son as a head coach at the college .· 
level, all of them with Xavier/·He · + 
has amassed· an impressive 170-1 n ... 
record in that time. 
Joining Deaton on. the Muske-
·Write about sports .. 
Get paid. 




DO YOU FEEL RUN J>O\JN? 
LET SMOOTHIE KING HELP! 
Come by to see us and:have one of our smootp.ies. Smoothie King 
smoothies are low-fat, nutritious drinks made with real fruit. Our 
smoothies are great if you. are feeling tired, run-down, or a little 
STAR BANK 
weary. . 
You will also find a complete selection ofvitarriins, supplements; 
sports nutrition products, IO\~·fat snacks and much more. 
So when you 're interested in fitness and nutrition, check· out y~ur 
· new Smoothie King. What you eat can help you look and feel 
better. And it's all here for you at S,!lloothie King! . 
·-----~---------~----, : soc OFF - -11·~. : 
i SMOOTHIE . I ! 
I · i! I 
I :'..:.:=..~:-.===..·::: . . Clj . I 
L. C1111..,. Cinc:innari. °"'- 10/31198 -_ '.J 
---~----~--~~-------' . Smoothie King 
3880M Paxtcin Avenue 
Hyde Park Plaza 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
513-321-3024 
Make sure you stopbythe Star,. Bank_ exhibit m the 
University Center across from the Musketeer Inn. 
The exhibit will be open from lO:OOam until 2:00pm 
during the week of.August 31st. 
Please be sure to.ask us about our: 
*Student Checking 
*lnternetBanking 
*Xavier Visa Card 
/. 
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WEBB'S NEW. & USED. 
. . 
:· ~ Computers -
Upgrades .and Custom Built Systems 
. ~ ' . 
Monthly Special ~ 
. . . . . . . ~ 
AMD P266MMX 32 MG SD ~ .. 
. .' ' . ' ' . ~ 
RAM, 6.4 Gi? HD, 56kfax/ . ~ 
modem, 16 bit 30 sound card, ~ 
32X CD-ROM, speakers, 15" ~ 
SVGA monitor, Keyboard,· ~ 
Mouse, Windows 95 - $950 · t 
. '"'""-"''"'""'";"'""'""''~~-:.,.~MM«•W«<"'"'""~'"""-"'j 
:. Eiil 64L-5333 
·• ' . • For a ~orriplete price list see website 
www.webhcomp.com ·· 
4903 Vine St,.·~ St. Bernard Square 
Relax, it's only 
your f11ture we're 
. talking about. 
. With 60 years of proven. success getting students into 
the schools of their choice, we're the chosen leader in 
test ·prep.. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan. They 
. can easily be found at a grad school near you . ...... 
1 ·BOO·KAP;.TEST 
www.kaplan.coin 
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
· The world leader. in test prep 
. . 
! I.~• j .•> 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . - . 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
•• 1999 MISS OHIO USA'M PAGEANT•• 
()~p~ 
-?ltiaa US~® 'P~ 
• • • • • • • • • 
HO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED • • • • • · If you are an· applicant who • 
• . qualifies and are between the ages of ' • 
• 18 and 27 by February I, 1999, never • 
• married arid at least a.six mon\h resi- • 
: dent of Ohio, thus college students : 
• are eligible; you could be Ohio's • 
a represenative at the CBS nationally • 
• 'televised MISS USA PAGEANT in • . 
• February. Last Year, MISS USA • 
: competed for over $200,000 in cash : 
• and prizes. The 1999 Ohio USA • . 
• pageant will be held at the Radisson • . 
• · Airport Hotel in Columbus, Ohio on • 
• · November 21 and 22. 1998. The new • 
: ·· Miss Ohio USA"' Miss Ohio USA, along with her expense : 
• paid trip to.compete in the CBS-nationally televised MISS USA PAGEANT will • 
• receive over $1,000 in cash among her many prizes. All Ladies interseted in • 
m competing for the title must respond by mail by October 3; 1998. • 
• LITTERS MUST IHCLUDU RECENT SNAPSHOT; A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY, • 
: ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. WRITE 10:. 1999MISSOHID USAPAGIA/11 : 
• · PAGIAJITHIADQUARTERS~DtPTCA·341lOCUST AlltKUl ·WASHINGTON, PA • . 
• · 15301 PAGIAJITOHICIPHONt NUM8lR 124 • 225-5343. • • • : ~~~~1-. 'A CariJern Production, ~+: : 
. : Is seen Celebrating Over 25 Years Of f'Q'~ : 
: ... an~nally . · 'Pageantry With A Purpose' .. a••••m~~m•• : 
. ,n. D-DU•ln••• Du,_ ..... 
: . - . APPLICATION DEADLINE IS OcTOBER .3, 1998 : 
• THE MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT IS ACARVERN PRODUCTION • . 
• · Miss USA Pageant Is jointly owned by Trump Pageants Inc. and CBS Pageants Inc.. • .... ····· .... •.• ....................... . 
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Free preunancv tests 
24 hour helpline 
321-3100 
Preg:11ancy Problem Center, East, Inc. 
MAKE FREE BREAKFAST 
YOUR BUSINESS ... 
and meet the Dean. 
ATIENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS: 
You are invited to join Dean Mike Webb for 
donuts, bagels, muffins and juice 
Thursday, Sept 3 
and 
Tuesday, Sept. 15 
9:00-10:00 a.m. 
Nieporte Lounge in the CBA building (ground level) 
Sponsored by the Williams College of Business 
. ( )/iio 5 13est 'Tfirift.Store , .... ········"VILLAGE 
DISCOUNT OUTLET 
4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood, OH 45212 
9 5 2 9 Pippin Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45 2 31 
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DIVERSIONS 
>-Diversions: 745-2878- :>E-mail: otVERs@xavier.xu.edu 
97X now on Internet 
- . 
"97X - the future of Rock and Roll" is more than just a line 
repeated several times by Dustin Hoffman in "Rainman". It_ hap-
pens to be an excellent modem rock radio station, WOXY_97.7 
FM, broadcast out of Oxford, Ohio which is difficult to pick ·up 
in this part of Cincinnati. Fortunately for us, it can now be heard 
on your computer, as long as you have a sound card, modem and 
speakers. To access, log on to www.woxy97x.com and head to 
the Real Audio hyper-link. Then download to free software, 
launch the program, and, voila! -cool, original music that you 're 
not likely to hear on other local stations. 
Fairy Godmother wanted 
The Meri Pranxters are looking for all shoe sizes to fill their 
glass slippers_(and other parts) in a musical production of Cinderella. 
Auditions will be held Sept. 7 and 8. For more information call: 
683-5056 or 831-0501 after 6 p.m. 
'All the world's a stage' 
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park proudly presents Oscar Wilde's 
"The Importance of Being Earnest," performed Sept. 8 through Oct. 
9. 
From the trivial (birth, love; marriage, death) to the profound 
(high tea, social station, diaries, cucumber sandwiches), Oscar Wilde 
displays his dazzling wit in _what is surely one of the greatest com-
edies ever written. 
The story follows two men named Earnest, actually Jack and 
Algernon, who are adored by Cecily and Gwendolyn. They both 
love Earnest ... or is it Jack ... or Algernon ... or is it just too confus-
ing to explain? You get the point. 
Call the Playhouse for details (421-3888). 
New releases 
Guigou Chenevier, Rumors of the City (Cuneiform) ... Taylor 
Dayne, Naked Without You (River North) ... Jack Drag,'Dope Box 
(A&M) ... Fat Joe, Don Caragena (clean and explicit versions) 
(Mystic/Big Beat/Atlantic) ... Flipmode Squad, The Imperial Al-
bum (clean and explicit versions, and limited w/bonus CD) (Elektra) 
... Galactic, Horse Moizgoose (Capricorn) ... Kid Capri, Soundtrack 
from the Streets (Columbia) ... Kurupt, Kuruption (clean and ex-
plicit versions; two CDs) (Antra/A&M) ... Monster Magnet, 
Powertrip (clean version) (A&M) ... Willie Nelson, Teatro (Island) 
... Thinking Plague, /11 This Life (Cuneiform) ... White Town, An-
other Lover (EP).(Parasol) ... Various Artists, I Wanna Be Kate: 
The Songs of Kate Bush (Brown Star) .... 
... all releases are tentative. 
Live Wires 
Thursday, Sept. 3 
Anthrax 
w/ Grinspoon 
and Life of Agony 
and V.O.D. 
@Bogart's 
Friday, Sept. 4 
Funkytown 
@ Blue Note Cafe 
Sun,day, Sept. 6 
· Kelly Richey Band 
@Jefferson Hall' 
Tuesday, Sept. 8 
Cowboy Junkies 
w/ Over The Rhine 
@ Taft Theatre 
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CONCERT PR_EVIEW 
Grinspoon to open f Qr· Antl1rax' 
AUSSIE GROUP PROMOTES FIRST U.S. RELEASE "LICKER BOTTl,.E cozy·~ 
PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL RECORDS 
Their future's so bright, someone's got to wear shades ... 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
Diversions Editor 
This tale of four aspiring musi-
cians (Phil Jamieson, Joe Hansen, 
Pat Davern and Kristian Hopes) 
who slammed their way onto the 
Australian music scene is some-
what of a Cinderella story. 
Grinspoon (named after Dr. 
Lester Grinspoon, a Harvard pro-
fessor known for his crusades to 
legalize marijuana) lept out of ob~ 
scurity and onto the Universal 
_ Records label, using an Australian 
national radio contest as a spring-
board. · 
Despite the odds; the quartet beat 
out the 200 other ugly step-sisters 
entered in the contest with their hit 
· song "Stickfest" and went on to win 
the heart of the prince (and the rest 
of Australia, too): The track be-
came the mosf requested song on 
theTripleJ,Australia's national ra-
dio network. 
In addition, Australian Rolling 
Stone readers voted Grinspoon 
"The Band Most Likely to Succeed 
i_n '98." Not too shabby for a bunch 
of guys who were broke and living 
on the dole in 1995. (In fact, the 
band had to pawn_ Jamieson's gui-
tar behind his back to pay for their 
original recording session.) 
The band's shows have been band had been playing together for 
known to work their crowds into a 'a lot longer that three years. The 
. near-riot frenzy; .. fitting, of course, aforementioned guitar is the domi-
-since the acts they have opened for nant force in the music, backed by 
are hardly soft-spoken. · drums and a bass. 
Among Grinspoon's touring Jamieson's 'vocal l_ine comple~ 
companions were Iggy Pop, Bush; ments the music well, although the 
Henry Rollins, Tool, Veruca Salt yelling that he breaks into at tim_es . 
and fellow Aussie group, detracts substantially from the lyr-
Silverchair .. The band can now be. ics. Maybe if I was into heavy 
found on tour with Anthrax. metal this wouldn;t be a problem, 
-... Gdnspoon has recently released but rm slightly biased. 
their first U.S .. EP entitled "Licker . Another. complaint is that the 
Bottle Crazy." guitar progres~ion on the first and 
The five-song album is quite second track ("Pigpen'') are almost 
impressive - musical hooks and identical. -
spoken wo_rd breaks bring a distinct Picking up the slack is track 
personality to the disc. three, "Champion." Challenging 
. For example, in the first track, the listener from line one ("So you -
"PostEnebriatedAnxiety," the driv-. . ~aima be a champion?"), this song 
ing gui_t!lr (trademark of the entire - is easily my favorite. The bass line 
album) is -infurrupted by a;voiee opens the song (bonus points iri the 
which asks, "What are we trying to· metal and punk genres),· and the 
do?/We say that we aim to develop groove is very catchy. 
imaginatipn and flexibility of mind; This EP is a great chance for 
this may sound arrogant/Parents U.S. kids to ·get a taste of Aussie 
. may have to make sacrifices/This hard-core. (Not recommended .for 
might wellbe frue." those with hearing or heart prob-
1 was so surprised at this break terns ... Enjoy!) · 
in the song, that I had to listen to it Grinspoon will open for Anthrax 
a few more times to draw my own at Bogart's on Thursday, Sept. 3 at 
meaning from it (I'll let you do 8 p.m. 
the same.) 
Musically, the disc is very weli-
organized, I would have guessed the 
C R I T I -C ' S C H 0 I C E 
Fear of the unknown? 
'IN YOUR EAR' INTENDS TO BOLDLY CiO WH_ERE NO REVIEW HAS. GONE BEFORE 
BY JOHN WHITAKER 
Diversions Writer 
I think the Spice Girls are a lot 
cooler than All Saints. The music. 
is boppier, and two of them are 
pregnant..- . 
Top 40 is not all bad, though you 
have to admit there haven't been tcio 
many innovators hanging out in 
Billboard World this suminer, 
which brings rile to the point of this 
column. · 
A guy wrote in to The Newswire 
last year to voice his opinion that 
not enough coverage was going to 
on-campus functions. He had some 
good points; but he was also upset 
that there was space devoted to re-
viewing records by bands he had 
riever heard of. ·I have to say, I was 
a bit shocke& 
Universities have )orig played a 
role in announcing great new bands 
to the world long before Top 40 ever 
heard of them. _ (R.KM. had six 
great albums out before "The One 
I Love" hit the radio, but they were -
college scene darlings way back _in 
· the early '80s.) · 
We get a lot of free stuff to !is-. 
ten to, most ofit by bands I've never 
heard of; we listen to them and try _· 
to help you out as to whether or not 
- you should drop fifteen bucks on 
something you have never heard of 
either. 
Everybody is tired ofHootie and 
Shania and Puff Daddy, and _we 
seek to· offer you other options. The 
problem is, too often reviews come 
off with an indier-than-thou feeling, 
as if we, the critics; preach to you, 
the people, from atop our stereos in 
an attempt to s_ave your souls from 
eternal Top 40 -damnation. -
No, we probably won'treview 
a lot of Hootie or Shan_ia or Puffy. 
That can be found in the Enquirer. 
It isn't a snub; we want to use our 
space effectively. However, we are 
scared more than anything that we 
might in some way make it seem 
as though we aren't working for 
you. 
- If you have something new you 
think everyone should hear, tell us 
or Write us a review. We would 
appreciate it. 
Music isn't meant to _divide 
people. I think it is 011e ~hing truly 
worthy of being deemed universal. 
That said, keep in touch. · 
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BOOK )tE,fl·EW 
Dolls:Q.otju·~tforlittle.giris· 
,. . . . . . 
. HAYNES NOVEL OFFERS FEMININE INSIGHT, LAUGHS 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
Diversions Editor 
older sister away and faking every 
opportunity to practice her ·hateful." 
glares,The only problem for Ciara 
· In· the ·movie "As Good As It is that De~een has discovered her. · 
• ••
1 Gets,'~Jack Niehol~on plaYs the role_ on~.dirty secret: ···sh~ maintains her 
ofa.cfotchety old·. author who is. "'Dr~arn°I)oll' figure through bu-
ac9osted by 'a:ri adoring fan in one. lirriia. . 
scdne: Wheri she askS him how he . . As she recovers; Deneen's femic ·· 
writes worn~n characters so wet!, . "nist ett~ibs clash-with. what her 
he calmly arid curtly answers that mother and half-sister have ap-
he Just i~vents a man and then takes.· peared to become - ·slaves to the 
. away reason and accountability: It girlie meat-market known as the 
seems that this formula also holds . Naticmal All Arnericari Dream Dolls 
for I)avid Haynes, 'author of the Pageant~ · 
book;AUAm~rican Dream D{)lls. ··. · .. The battle culminates in 
·Dolls' foliows Athena Deneen .. ··Deneen's st~ndagainst Ciara's en-
. Wilk~rson, a sharp, independent 30- trfln the Vegas pageant and a scene . 
something black woman, alorig a which re-defines ber estranged re- . 
foggy path to self-proclaimed in~ · lationship with her mother. 
sanity. . . Haynes paints a realistic and 
Beginning with a failed roman- emotional picture of the bond be-
tic vacation· with her beau Calvin tween mother and daughters and 
(who dumps Deneen· iri the car on illustrates ho'w that bond can be 
the way to the resort but insists on compromised in the interest of the 
following through with the trip - female identity. 
only to end it by prociaiming his Not only does he offer us three 
attraction to men) and leading her wonderfully hurnan personalities in 
to her mother's basemeJ?f in St. .. ·the roles of our leading ladies, 
Louis, Deneen~s fragile psyche Haynes also presents us with many 
forces her to begin a therapy of junk colorful supporting characters: 
food and talk show logic. .Ciara'.s openly homosexual pageant 
.Butnotevenhoisd'oeuvresand trainer, Deneen's list of confused 
Oprah/f\.fonteH/Ricki can protect .ex-lovers and her scantilly-clad best 
Deneen from her picture perfect 12- friend, Katrina. 
. yell.r~old half-sister, Ciara.· Dolls is brutally honest and pain-
Ciara is a manipulative pre-teen fully entertaining. This novel will 
seething. with contempt for haveyoulaughingoutloudbypage 
Deneen's lifestyle of casual sex and·.· · three and questioning human am~. 
fast food and driven by a passion · · bition°l::>ythe final chapter. 
. for beauty pageant competition. · ·. ·: 'Haynes· shows his readers love; 
Ci~ra rejects Deneen as soon as . . family turmoil and the obstacles of 
she sets. foot i.n the door, pulling age..'-..:. not always ratlona,l but quite 
every adolescent trick to drive her endearing. . 
-· I N YOUR EAR 
sound is stuff you've heard before 
on _adult alternative radio. 
The lyrics are intellectual but not 
r: intellectually stimulating·. 
"Titillation's been replaced by In-
terstate brick fac~ and Coffee-Mate/ 
and by a list of phone calls you'd 
like to make" starts off "Vapor 
Trails," a darker song, musically, 
about aforementioned isolation, but 
one which ultimately leaves me 




I think this is that "smart pop 
music" stuff. 
The Tragically Hip, a Canadian 
band that has been around for a 
while, has put together an album of 
eclectic little ditties revolving 
around the isolation of modern life 
arid girls, both cool girls and girls 
that suck. 
I feel at a certain disadvantage 
at not being familiar with their ear-
lier work, but Phantom Power . 
strikes ·me as one of those albums: 
that you try to convince yourself 
will be really good after ten listens. 
Unfortunately, you ·never seeni to 
get around to actual_ly listeniilg to 
it in its entirety. . 
The music is guitar jangle· and 
distorticiri layered over. some bass 
gr6ove with drums that occasion-
ally thunder but mostly keep beat . 
· Aside from a couple of really 
cool fills (check out the flute thing 
at the end of" Save the Planet"), the 
A good chunk of the album is 
rather blah; that is, not emotionally 
spectacular. Aside from "Fire-
works," a catchy pop song about 
marriage, Phantom Power Jacks an 
emotional punch tflat it seems to 
strive for. Too bad. It's a great 
name for a band. 
The Tragically Hip will perform 
at Bogart's on Sept. 29. Tickets 
are $15. 




Hip hop mouthpiece Busta 
Rhymes and his legendary 
Flipmode Squad (Spliff Star, Lord 
Have Mercy, Rah Digga, Rampage 
and Baby Sham) have released their 
collective debut entitled, The Impe-
rial Album. 
-EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY-
With his two platinum-plus solo 
albums, The Coming and When Di-
saster Strikes, Busta has cemented 
his place as one of hip hop's most 
intluentiaJ·and r~cognizable super-
' stars. And The Flipmode Squad is 
nothing Jess than a group of MC's 
as talented and committed to lyri-
cal mastery as their ring-leader. 
The intensity of the music con-
firms that the. Squad's alliance is 
real. The members of Flipmode 
keep the music tight and on the 
mo~ey . 
· The disc is pure attitude set to 
the Squad's even, rhythmic flow. 
The music stands as an anthem for 
urban streets - heavy and menac-
ing at times (the violin on "Where 
You Think You're Goin" adds a 
rather dark feel), but threaded with 
the bonds of fraternity, respect and 
honor ("I Got Your Back" is all 
about Squad pride). 
"Straight Spittin" stands out as 
a hit because of its free-style feel. 
Each member of Flipmode 
· shines on the album - from Busta, 
himself to Rah Digga, the only fe-
male in the Squad (whose rhymes 
are exceptional but her flow is a 
little stiff)~ 
With so few hip hop wizards left, 
one has to appreciate The Imperial 
Album. It definitely sets a new stan-
dard of excellence for those that 
follow. 
- Lauren Mosko, Diversions Editor 
.Arnold'~food, atmosphere fit for the Queen (City) 
. BY LmN SHANAHAN 
··Diversions Writer 
·:·;,: 
. As·rnentfoned earlier, this eating 
. ~re~ is surrounded by red-bricked 
buildings and is decorated by multi-
Imagi n~ yourself seated in a colored lights, carefully hung over 
courtyard surrounded by historical····· the patrons. · 
brick buildings. Patrons socialize The waitress handed me a ·menu, 
and dine atthe· small round tables · .. took iiiy ·drink order and quickly 
which ar~ decorated _with red arid· retrieved it while. I perused the of-
white checked fableCioths. Not ferings. 
even their lively chatter can distract ·· The dinner menu was not over-
.. from the nearby .piano which .is whelrning with its choices and pro-
playing '.~As Tirl1e Goes By." vided. a food for every tastebud .. 
· _;'tllis_ s_cene may 'sound like a ; Amorig the entrees was the house 
movie set from "Casablanca" but in Jayorite, knQwn as the "N.ona 
reality it is a restaurant known as. Saucit'.' ($8.25). 
Arnold's~ Arriold's, established in • This dish is comprised ofltalian 
. 186i, is a hidden treasure among: satisage and .. chicken and is 
Cincinnati's fast food chains and .·complimented with a. version of 
poorly constructed "gourmet" eat- . "T~ni'.s sauce" that inCiudes fresh . 
· eries. · bell peppers and is served over 
Upon my arrival I had the choice Mostaciolli. 
of three dining locations: the main. The previous entree was tempt-
; floor, the courtyard or the second ing~ but _I was torn between the Si-
floor. Being that it was a dry .and cilianLinguine.($8.25or$9.50with 
. sunny day, I choose the courtyard Shrimp). or the Greek Spaghetti 
and was later plea_sed with my de- Deluxe ($8.95). 
cision. The Greek Spaghetti is corn- . 
posed of al dente pasta served with 
olive oil, sauteed olives, mush-
rooms and a few other "extras." 
However, I was not able to stray 
once I reread the description of the 
Sicilian Linguine: tomatoes, three 
types of olives, onions, garlic, fresh 
basil and olive oil sauteeci and 
served over linguine. 
Almost sensing my final deci-
sion,. the server arrived with my'. 
glass of Merlot and a basket of fresh 
bread. 
The wait for my meal could have 
been twelve hours. and I would not 
have noticed. I .was entranced by 
the. performance of pianist Fred 
Gary and vocalist Dottie Warner. 
Gary played my requests which 
ranged from Johnny Mercer to the 
Andrew Sisters. These old World 
War II tunes fit the atmosphere and 
Gary performed them exception-
ally. While the piano played on, 
Warrier, the vocal addition· to this 
duet, crooned in perfect time and 
kept the listener intrigued. 
. . -·" ·- ·. .. 
My dinner arrived within twenty 
minutes and I was surprised by its 
simple presentation.. What the , 
entree Jacked in elaborate form, 
however, was made up for in taste. 
The linguine was cooked to per-
fection and was laced with the ol-
ive oil and fresh basil. The combi-
nation of herbs, tomatoes and gar-
lic was fantastic.· My one disap-
pointment was the abundant use of 
olives and olive oil. Though I knew 
this dish contained both, it is my 
opinion that each was used a bit ex-
cessively which, of course, is a 
matter of taste. 
The dessert menu at Arnold's 
can vary, but according to staff 
members, it includes homemade 
confections. If you like fresh ber-
·ries. or cobblers you may want to 
check this out. 
Jim Tarbell, owner of Arnold's 
since 1976, provides a relaxing at-
mosphere and a menu of well-pre-
pared food. In addition to wonder-
ful food, Arnold;s also provides the 
g-i.n_c:~. 1-861_. 
entertainment and features a happy 
hour - Monday through Friday, 
from 5-7 p·.m. drink specials are of-
fered. I recommend the Flying Pig 
Pilsner, a beer brewed locally by the 
Barrel Hou.se; This brew is light 
with a slightly sweet aftertaste. 
The third floor of Arnold's seats 
up to thirty and is perfect for birth-
day parties or gatherings before 
dances. 
Every night Arnold's provides 
live entertainment. Fred Gary tick-
les the ivo.ries Monday through . 
Thursday from 6-9 p.m. Vocalist 
Dottie Wagner joins him every 
Monday from 6-9 p.m. Call ahead 
for Friday_ and Saturday night of-
ferings. · 
And remember, unlike most. res-
taurants; Arnold's does not have a 
cover charge. 
Arnold's is located at 210 East 
Eighth Street; Cincinnati. The 
hours of operation are: Monday-
Friday 11. a.m. to 1 a.111. and Satur~ 
day4p.m. to 1 a.m. (513)421-6234 
,r •1. ,-
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The smell of the greasepaint, the roar 
of the crowd? 
CINCINNATI'S liVE THEATRE PADLY NEGLECTED, ONE STUDENT-RESPONDS 
BY AARON BREFORD 
Diversions Writer 
The great bard, William 
Shakespeare once wrote, "All the 
world's a stage, and all the men and 
women merely players ... " It's a 
good thing, too, or most of us would 
not have any exposure to the won-
derful world of live theatre. 
There· is a multitude of quality 
theatre here in the Tri-State area and 
yet it is safe to say that most of otir 
dramatic experiences are limited to 
role-playing an episode of "As the 
World Turns" in our dorm room. 
The alarming consequence of 
this neglect stems from. the fact that 
art, and specifically performing art, 
defines a culture and provides a 
legacy for that culture. 
The mighty architectural struc-
tures of ancient Greece are little 
more than fragments today, and yet 
the great Greek plays that first 
called Thespis from the Chorus to 
speak and.usher in a new genre of 
performing art are still performed 
today. (Just last season the En-
semble Theatre Company and Cin-
cinnati Public Theatre both per-
formed Greek Tragedies.) 
While technology and medical 
science have advanced dramatically 
since Elizabethan England, the 
·works of William Shakespeare are 
still arguably some of the greatest 
contributions to that' society and the 
English language. 
So now we have indoor plumb-
, ....... 
ing but the masterful scripts of 
Shakespeare still dazzle audiences 
around the world ... even in Cincin-
nati. 
There are great works of per-
forming art written and performed 
every day in this country, even in 
our own community - powerful 
dramas and socially engaging com-
edies that have the potential to de-
ffoe who we are as a culture .. 
You say, "But hey, we are now 
in an era of film and video." How-
ever, the bridge to these past cul-
tures is not simply the historical and 
linguistic data contained in the 
script, but rathe·r the heart and soul 
of times past - brought to life 
again in the mind of an actor and 
director. 
This is something that a re-run 
of"Beavis and Butthead" just won't 
accomplish. 
·The solution is simple: go see a 
play. It is alarming to see how the 
audiences are dwindling at live the-
atre ·performances: . · 
You say, ''Movies are way more 
action-packed-and.less expensive!" 
You're right... and wrong. 
The admission priCe to the aver-
age movie (as outrageous as it is 
getting) is often less ei<:pensive than 
a live theatre performance. My ar-
gument is.this: A CD .is much 
cheaper than a concert ticket and the · 
sound· quality is better, as well, but 
live performance still carries with 
it an intangible sense of action and 
creates an experience that is impos-
sible to duplicate. Likewise, live 
theatre allows yo ti to engage your-' 
self :with the performers ina very 
unique fashion~ 
In terms of cost, most of the lo-
cal theatre companies have excel-· 
lent student discounts. · 
The Playhouse in the Park offers 
a break on student tickets, along 
with the Showboat Majestic, the 
Ensemble Theatre Company, Cin-
cinnati Public Theatre and the AMP 
Theatre Company. 
_ In fact, at the end of this month 
the Cincinnati Shakespeare Fest.ival 
is having 'College Night,' and they 
are offering tickets to see their pro-
duction of King Lear for only $5. 
. Check the listings and find a play 
that interests you, then ask the box 
office if they offer student prices. 
The Xavier Players are a theatre 
group here on campus who produce 
excellent work at a reason.able 
price. {Who knows, one of your 
classmates may just surprise -you 
and:show up on stage.) 
The opportunities exist for you 
t6 cast an economic vote in favor 
'of live theatre. It is an experience 
essential for our development· as 
well-rounded human beings. A. vi-
brant arts community is an essen-
tial part of building a strong cultural 
identity .. 
It is time this semester to put our 
money where our mouth is and go, 
· to the theatre. Get a date, put some-. 
·thing nice over your 'Co-ed naked~: 
T-shirt and go. I'll see you there .. 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
COlUMN 
Siskel's'Flicks Picks 
BY GENE SISKEL 
· Tribune Media" Services 
·(RATINGS: The movies listed 
below a~e rated according to the 
.. following key: 4 stars - excellent; 
3 stars - good; 2 stars -,.-- fair; 1 
star- poor.) 
"Blade." An impressive action 
picture based on the comic: book 
hero, Blade (Wesley Snipes), who 
is part vampire, and in this story i.s · 
fighting against his breed, who are 
conspiring to destroy the human 
race. The·vampire leader is Blade's 
poisonous archcenemy, Frost 
(Stephen· Dorff), but Blade has an 
ally in. a professional vampire. 
hunter (Kris Kristofferson). What's 
unusual about this, film is the way 
it combines high-tech violence with 
· the more up-close-and-personal 
violence of vampires. These char-
acters and the aggressive way they 
attack each; other justify all the 
film's considerable noise. 
R. 3 stars. 
. "How Stel1a:·Got·H~r Groove 
Back.'' After seeing the picture.I 
don't know how, Not a good sign. 
Stella (Angela B'assett) is :a di-
vorced ·mother and a· suc~essful 
.stockbroker whose portfolio of men 
is a .diminishing asset. To rectify · 
that, she plans .a Jamaican vacation 
with her best pal · (Whoopi 
Goldberg), where she meets a real 
hunk (Taye Diggs). Butthere are 
problems in paradise: She's 40; he's 
· only 20. That rankles her disapprov-
ing sister,..and Goldberg is· oflittle 
help either as Bassett's cha-racier 
flits between the mainland and the 
islands. Looking at hvo beautiful 
people for ciose to two hours is easy 
on the eyes; unfortunately, how-
ever, there is nothing in "Stella" to 
stimulate what's behind the eyes. 
R. 2 stars. 
"The Mask of Zorro," An utterly 
routine, expensive, high-gloss treat-
.ment of the adventures of the Span-
ish Batman, another caped crusader 
who defends the peasant class from 
being exploited by the gentry. An-
"Ever After." A IUxurious and tonio Banqeras has been cast as 
surprisingly irivolvingfeworking of Zorro,.---- and not for his ability with 
the Cinderella legen~ with :brew a sword. He's supposed to be a 
Barrymore playing ah orphan in swarthy heartthrob here, but action 
16th Century France who works in domi~ates the few romantic mo-. 
the home of her evil stepmother · ments in the script. Lefs face. it: 
. (Anjelica Hµston) and receives an Everything about. this· mechanical 
opportunity to break out of her enterprise speaks ofa film that was 
dreary existence wheri. she meets conceived as, a commercial. enter-
the handsome P,rince Henry ... prise to perhaps rework_ into a, se-, 
• (Dougray Scott). The~e is more ~han ries. Not likely. · ·· ·· ·· ' 
a modicum of emotion in the pos- PG~I3. 2 stars. 
sibility of their relationship. 
PG-13. 3 stars. 
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The Cohen parking lot under construction. The lot will be expanded to · 
. · . ·· accomodate the closing of the North parking lot. · 
. been broken into in the there does not appear to be 
BY AMY ZVWICKI Cohen lot: a need to run the shuttle . 
Campus News Editor The car was broken into citiririg the day. Right now 
in broad daylight. between the shuttle runs from 5 p.m. 
The' ~ewly rem()deled 5.:40 and 5:48 p.m., while to 2 a.m., Su~day through 
Cohen parking fot will· • parked in one of the front Thursday iind 5 p.m. to 3 
soon be offering more parking spaces facing Pacific a.m. on weekends. 
parking, al:orig with in- Avenue. . "At this tim'e, we really 
creased safety measures.. "Since the ne~ lot has. dqn't ariticipate creating 
The lot' now offers ap- opened, we have tried to keep · any morning h.ours for the. 
proxlrnately.660,parking someone in the lot.as much shuttle, but if the need 
spaces with an additional as possible, especially in the arises it would.be reviewed 
300moreto:c6meoricethe evenings," said Couch. by the parking c.ommittee 
North Lot officiallycloses . "When the North Lot does and recommendations 
sometime. toward the erid · .officially.close tow~rd the would be forwarded to the.·. 
cifSeptember. . . . · . end of September, we will executive committee," sai~ 
By mid~October, all assign ari officer'to·1noni~cir Couch. 
construction·qfparki11g ar- the Cohen Lot since all the ''The bottomHne is; no 
. · eas ··at the. Cohen: C.eriter. carswill be parked'there.'' .. matter .. how much· you pa-
will be con;ipleted and wiU . Extra lighting has: been · .· trol. you are stiU going t~ 
offer mcire than l,4dd : pla~edintlfolotaswdtas.an : get an occasi6nal 'car· 
parking spaces. extra secur:ity measure for the ·. break-in and reaHy there is· 
· With so many cars be- . safety of students. Students'' nothing we can do to stop 
ing· placed in one area on · are encouraged .to make use that~" said Couch. "Stu-
campus, concerns w.ere of the Xavier shuttle vans in dents. really just need to 
raised as to the safety of the evenings.. take every opportunity to 
the vehicles. According to Couch, due minimize the likelihood of 
According to Xavier to thefr constant presence .in· thefts by securing their per-
Police Chief. Michael the Cohen Lot, the shuttles sonal belongs, especially 
Couch, .sirice. school also serve as a deterrent. radar detectors, cellular 
started only one car has However, at this time, phones and school. books." 
FEATURE COLUMN_; 
Crime prevention reminders 
BY DANNY AULTMAN 
Crime Prevention Officer 
Students, faculty, staff, 
and avid .Newswire readers 
please allow me· to take a 
moment of your time. , My 
name is Danny Aultman, and 
I am the Crime Prevention 
Officer with Xavier Campus 
Police. 
I would like to welcome 
everyone back from your 
summer vacation, I hope.ev-
eryone had some fun. · 
This letter is to remind the 
campus, so let us prepare 
ourselves. 
DORM ROOMS 
Always keep your dorm 
room locked! If the thief 
cannot get into your room he/ 
she cannot take your prop-
erty. Additionally, remind 
your roommates and 
suitemates to do the same. If 
your adjoining roommates 
·leave their door unlocked, 
thieves 'can easily walk 
through your room ... 
Xavier community about WALKINGONCAMPUS 
some crime prevention tech- When wall<ing on campus· 
niques,. and to prompt us to at night walk in groups or use 
be IJIOre conscious about our · .the shuttle service .. Walk in 
actions. well-lighted areas and avoid 
As most would agree, short cuts (through the con-
Xavier is a relatively safe . struction area). 
place to· live and attend 
school. However, this safety 
depends· on us. By follow-
ing the crime prevention 
pointers covered below, we 
can maintain and improve the 
level of safety on our cam-
. pus:. 
· · Statistics say that ninety 
percent of campus crimes are 
· criines of opportunity. My 
· experience around Xavier. 
• .leads me to the same conclu" · 
sion. . 
St~tistically, most Xavier 
police r(:portsinvolve oppor- . 
tunity thefts. These are thefts .. 
from dorm rooms, .public 
·places (library or cafeteria), 
or from autos, If the "oppor-
tunity" can be denied or re-. 
duced, then the potential for 
· such crimes can be dimin-. 
ished; 
By following the tech~ 
niques below, your chances 
of becoming a victim of op-
portunity theft can be greatly 
reduced. Remember, crime 
does happen on Xavier's 
. AUTOMOBILES 
Of all the crime that hap~ 
pens on campus~ thefts from 
automobiles· are statistically 
one of Xavier's biggest prob-
· 1errls. This, however, can be .. 
· corrected. When you leave 
any valuable where it can be 
seen, you are asking for prob-
lems. Valuables could in-
clude CD's,- sports equip-
ment, CD players, cell 
phones, purses, radar detec-
tors, check books,· books, 
even change in the ash tray. 
(yes, change, a vehicle was 
broken into two weeks ago, 
and three dollars in change 
from the ash tray was the 
only thing tak~n). 
While this seems like 
common sense to most of us, 
many people are leaving 
these objects in their cars. 
Over the last two months, 
Xavier officers have issued 
over 300 You could have been 
ripped off cards. These cards 
· are placed on the veh.icle 
window or driver side door 
when an officer observes 
valuables in a vehicle. These 
· cards are intended to prompt 
owners to secure th~ir prop-
erty. 
The easiest way to prevent 
someone from breaking into 
your car is to hide all valu-. 
ables. This can be accom-
plished by placing objects in 
the glove box, arm rest, or 
'into the trunk (your best bet) 
Additionally, all power 
cords should be hidden also. 
It doesn't take a lot of smarts 
to figure that the cord, which 
is plugged into the lighterand , 
runs to your arm rest, prob-
ably has a cell phone at-
tached to. it.. (Some readers 
may be laughing, however I 
see these things all the time). 
If a thief looks iAtO a car and 
sees nothing of interest, he/ 
she will simply move onto 
the next. 
In conclusion, most of the 
crime prevention techniques 
listed .~b.~rve. ... are ,common 
sense. Hurrians, however, are 
creatures of habit, and many 
of our, habits cause some 
problems. Please take some 
time to look into your car and 
speak to your roommates. 
Remember we as a commu-
nity can. affect the level of 
crime that happens on our 
'campus. 
Adam an.d Eve did. 
·Now you can~ too . 
. ··. Find Xavier's· forbidden 
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lh'lMllt11M'I 
September 2 
"Every new beginning comes 
from some other beginning's end." 
Welcome back to your weekly 
local events listing. Don't expect 
any humor. If you find some, 
great. If you don't~ that's your 
problem. 
The first Internatiorial Coffee 
Hour of the semester is at 3:30 
p.m. in the Romero International 
Center. If you have been to previ-
ous coffee hours, come and make. 
sure you tell all the new people 
how great·it is educationally and 
· socially. If you are one of those 
new people and no one told you 
about coffee hour, see for yourself 
how it can expand your horizons. 
. 'FRIDAY · 
September 4 
The annual Welcome Back Vol-
leyball Challenge is at some time, 
. somewhere on campus. Figure it . 
out for 'yourself. You ·are in col-
lege, consider itres~arch ... 
, ·> Arid aricithedriformative:'everit:' · 
· :t-o~ tii~· •. 'qre~ter Cincfrill.ah·~¥ea:•·.· 
·" ·: The Bengals; CinCirinatrsfootbalL 
.. · foarri;:'is playing i:enl)ess~e\~t i 
p.m; .It's nOt 'exacffy,f'botball' 
· .w~athei;:butif.Y,qµ i~e a irGgi~n,:it 
,:·~~:~11·~;~e~11r:~~~~~r< L,< ·<, ,_ • 
. 'MONDAY .. · 
.. :_: /~-s~'ftt~.~.·m>b//-r_\'..0\!;·j··:! ... 
George ;Ctiriton, I~ ·giving 6is.\ ·· D6ri'~:~~rii to.work;'ddn~t ·i~~e,· 
· · · on~ andcmlyperfopnance.ili,C,inc ; . lik~going;todass?:G~bd; ~cica~s~~ 
. Commuter Servic~s is taking.. cihnati atAnn,ie~s at:8 p,111: .He Is·.. y~u don't tiave'to.toq~y;·:A~d·if 
all those willing canoeists qna trip ·•· . co~sidering all, of his ~ans.b~ ad- · .. you dOfeel like it, tough#%*! It•s:. 
·(a· canoe trip if you aren't catch- mitting ladies; gentlemen and chit- ·.Labor Day, a' day 'to: refle~ton the . 
ing on). They are leaving at i() .·· dren of all ages;·:; · ·· · . : hard workers. that hdp~d. s9c\ety 
a.m. and hope to •. come back . . . ' ->· ;,: ··•'advanc'e;tl) where idstoday.'·;so 
. aro~nd 5 p.m., on accq~nt of not . ' . 'help, us to continue.to advance, and 
Xavier's own Office- of losing anyoT)e in thei'iyerbecl}us~ ·. ·refle.ct on' all ofour own.perso~al 
~eu!~~a~~~:1i~~a:~: ~e~~~~!o~ . ~~~:nbgo;!~;~f:~e~~~:c:~:;rtib~~·····, .·••·.·.•· .. -~ ; ... §·~p /e.·~::·b'i·~·:··~::"·····.·.:•••.·: .•.· ~:~~·~~r~2!~·;~tJ:-t~~~Jif!t~:· 
(in the University Center, off of the · canoeing and stand up fo the boat . · w:EB,l'J''s. a~nu~I Labor. I:)ay watching the fireworks iast night,' 
cafeteria on the second floor) when they aren't supposed to~ To .• Fireworks are. downtown, onJhe' . and doing wh~tever else it w~s that 
from 5-7 p.m. Get your free ice. get more informatlonand to sign . ·· 'flv·er .• Jt-~s fr6~; ~~ alcohotis. . we ~~re doing, · · .. ·' .·. ·. · 
After a rough· day of classes·· cream while you can, this freesttiff up, see.the commuters that work.·· served, little kids: Watch your Ian.:. . , 
you need to wind down with some. . only. comes. aroun.d ·once. in. a at the commuter services bfflce· .· :guage:SACis providing buses s~o:·.' ·It's a.national hollday, so not 
1 
music and beer (that is if you have· · · while. , · · ·: (that's the office across fro~ the ·• :: there is n.o need-to pay for· park-
1 
much is going ori. So; thatrlieans· 
proper identification that says you·. · · · . Grill, and next to the theatre, . : ing, no rio~-~esponsibte driving . . you should relax. Play frisbee on 
are of legal a·ge to consume alco~ . . · Women's soc~er is back in full where they· hold Mass since the. ··needs to take place, an~ you feel the railroad tracks, take 'a :Walk 
1 
ho lie beverages); .This is not an swing. And since you love to sup- ... chapel is bei~g renovated).. . like yo'u are in grade school 'again •. ; ~k>w,n Vi_ne ~tree.t 'or, read ~ text-: 
encouragement to go to a bar on a port your fel!pw Muskie athletes, because you getto ride iri _the big b k d · 
school night, rather a free promq- you~ are Willing :enough to drive The men's soccerte'arriis play~ yellc:iw school bus (the wheels on ·· · 00 un er;a tree .. :>: . _. .·.· 
tiqn for the last Party in the Park,. down to ·univers'ity of Kentucky . ing at Wright State Uriivers'ity a:t· ·ihe bus go found and round: and' . for all those that were. travel-· 
featuring . the - Websters, at' . (that's inLexingt<>n, about90 min~ 3:30 p.m. Jfyou drove to UK!ast· the kids go yap yap .yap) .. Live · ·._• i~g duri~gthis ~eeke~d~ be safe,.· 
Yeatman 's Cove from 5:30-9 p.m. .. utes from XU)' with a few of your · ._ night for the women, then you. . ~usiC will be made 'available. io. . . re~ember ,the spe~d Hmit(p_ollce 
Please drink responsibly. · . · friends (no more'>than 'there are · should.also show your Sl!pportfot. · .. anyone who has 'nothing betterto :·officers are always ther~ ~hen' you , 
' seatbelts i().'the a~t?.mobile that. the men 'steam since XU does not : i d()'on ii Sunday than to g6 down- : .• -le'ast ~~pect it), ~~nd don't'°flash . 
·Pat and Kathy Flae~ke from the.< ··you. win -be using) to support our · . support discrimi~aiion; hnfafr : fown at noon 'to \\latch. fireworks . stf~ngers .whiie.· tra~etlng 'at high 
Center for Community Deve!Op~ .··. . . team at the begirinfrigof a success-' treatment nodavoi'itism~ . •... ' njne_~ou_rs ~ater.- ., . . '. Sp(!edS (;iilce.~you are:·goi~g th.e' 
ment in Central America -are in fulseason. The game will begin ·· · · · speed lirrif(.thaf would be 65 
Kelley Auditorium\that's the big at 7 p.m., so there is no reason that . Join the Black_~tudent AssoCia". ·· :: 'If fireworks aren't your thirig, ·. . iT{ph)'; :r\1oq~-ing. is appr~pf!ate, 
room off of the lobby 'of Alter . ·you shmild not attend any of your .tion at thefrbowling party at6p,~. , ; then you can usb'all of those cdol .-· .. especially if.'you_stick.your:but~ .. 
Hall) at.7:30 p.m~ They. wHI be . : higher educational classe.s .. · ·Please don~terash this:party/it'( .. s~irg.dancing_~pve~-th~t y0,p' tbck~J~i.th~ b~~k. wiridow:'and it 
speaking' about comnrnnity deyel- :.·. not like the n9r1-tiniversity spqn- . ' learried during the':Manresa swing .. ··· .· .. gets stuck. N~ pktures .or ~ide~-
opment in Nicaragua. This fofor~ · ... For all of the Irish at heart stu- ·.·. sorehd ~en1 ~kheggerhs 'you :1tovhe io ·, .. Ddaa_ n.·n·_ccei·n·.ag't::so._ .. s~w.h.·.··,~neg: nP,tu,·a·rryt·yM.fruosmic .. _a5n_· .. 9d,· . . ta'pe!) please> . , . . . mative session would be key for dents at XU, there are ~ 94 days eras . ie ep one t em to ett em . : 
those who would like to spend a ,, . until the greatest day. of the year; know you will be joining therr( . p;m~ in Oakley· Square: And to 
semester-in Nicaragua•. well, 'next to Christmas some-·. ·. Because that is thy polite thingto :• thirik that YQU would never us.e ' 
times. And (yes; there is more), . do and Xavier hopes that you will : tho,se moves: ilgafo: Whaf were ' '. . . : . . . ' . . .. . : ". 
TUESDAY 
The African American Dra-
matic Theater Series presents · 
"From the Soul of a Mari." This 
Second Chance Production. runs 
until Sept.5 at the Aronoff Center 
and is one of five original plays. 
You'Hread about the others later, 
· when it will mean so!llething to 
. you. 
-oh good, it is the beginning of. 
the weekend. Guess we all have· 
. to go out tonight, unless you were 
trying to be all intellectl;Jal and · 
scheduled· 8:30 a.m. classes for 
·. Friday. When you register,. re-
member Friday mornings. 
there is Celtic mu.sic at the · 1earn:somemannerswhilespend~ ·.·you thinking? ': September :s" 
Roqckwood Pavilion Joseph~Beth .· ing four years (orless, or more fat . .. . . : . . ... · . . . . Women's soccer ha~a gafue ~t 
. Booksellers from 8~ 10 p.m. It is . this institutfon for higher learning. . . For the ri.tnnerson campus; the . 7 p.l11. a(Corcoran Fl_e!ci,' 'so no 
never too early to start preparing c'i1eetah Run from the Cincinnati need to.worry, there's no ma:nda-
for.the big green day. .If you are not abow!er, then go Zoo to theBotaniCal Gardens(tha{ .: tory road trij:ron a schbol: night. 
to the women's exhibition soccer· · wquld ~e 2.5 rriiles) would be great . It's against the University 6f.Cin:: 
This is the perfect opportunity 
for you to get way ahead in all of 
.. your new and exciting classes. It 
is inevitable that you will fall way 
behind in all your work by 
midsemester and become so 
stressed out. that you are behind, 
. you'Hbecome ill to the poinfthat 
· you' II need to skip classes to catch 
up. Don't let this happen~ stop it 
now. Take preventative action 
while you still have the chance ... 
There is one extra day· to this 
weekend, so don't worry ab~ut not . 
taking part ill other activities. 
game at Corcoran :Field (next· to exerdse·to get rid of those empty;.· . ciilnati; you·knov,v, our.riv~ls, so it 
the spoi:ts center) for the alumni calories you. cori~umed the past, shotitdi be an ~easy gmne. God is. 
game. Those alumi may be old, two nights sinci(it is a given you . on· at.it 'side arid all; butthe Lady · 
but they still got it in the.1,TI.· It;s didn't stay in on-Friday night tc,> • Muskies. foll ne~ci our support, ~o 
free with your colored Xa.vier get ahead in your Classes. let's ct'l~er·the~' on fo victory: 
~~~;~i!~:~!~~::~~nY~~~~::taiJ~ ·. .· :' or better ye{y~m c~n head up... :. · The· :procilJ,c~i~ci~·.:_o.f·~J)~c~r 
y~ars; then•iurns into one of those .. · to King's:1 lslarid.:and watch th~' . Wikie'.'s':•;The Irripoitarice;of..Be'-
. plastic things that you are always .· . cheerteadin1{competition .. This .: fog Earl1est;, is a(the; ~9.~ert'S; 
trying to find in someone else's· sounds a little out. the~e •. but · Marx Theatre: This.is;y:our:fa1~. 
room, more than ac_tually.usipg., .;r~u:~~i~:~~~r!i~~Y~~t2;:f~; _: ~u~~'.a~·:Ps~!~r~~f~Jn~~~m~~~ilJ:_: 
Don't yo~ love ir~he~:tt.~:ac-, : ·:yqu \Vant io se~ this? Dori '.t)foo~ .. '· . are ~xc\Jsb<l/~nd i.n a bitof fro'ubie< 
tivities fo~ th~ day continue info· just thought Jt was 'irifohJ1a~~ye:· .. <sin2~it is'b!llY the second ~eekcif · 
the next co!Umn? Someone might care. ·. . ·· ' . . schdot.·~· > ·.... . , 
,·: .. _',.'; .".; .. •':.· 
.. ~ :.. . 
